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Preface

Children in all cultures using their own mode of communication play games,
sing songs, tell stories, and develop relationships with their family members, their
teachers, members of the community and their peers. The game, symbolized on the
cover of this curriculum, is played by Chinese children throughout the world. It is
also played in many non-Chinese cultures. The hand gestures in some cultures stand
for paper, rock and scissors but to Chinese children they represent cloth, rock, and
scissors.

This curriculum was written by Yong Kian Soh, an experienced writer and
teacher, who has taught both the Chinese and English languages. She was born and
grew up in Singapore and has also lived in New Zealand and the United States. She
was assisted in the project by Chong-Hwey Fee and Yally Larsen (Yu-Sha Lin) who
were born in Taiwan and are now living in the United States. Both teach Chinese
speaking children from many areas of the world at M. L. King Jr. Elementary School
in Urbana, lllinois. Ms. Shelly Bertrand, who teaches Chinese to English speaking
children in St. Paul, Minnesota, served as consultant for this project. Ms. Bertrand
has been involved in the development of Chinese language curriculum for several
years and has participated in several curriculum writing projects. She has also lived
and taught in the People's Republic of China and the Republic of China. Illustrators
for this project were Troy, Trent and Treena Larson. Project Director was Waunita
Kinoshita of the Urbana School District #116.

This curriculum has been developed with the idea that students will learn the
language as a tool for meaningful communication if they learn about the culture of
the peoples in various areas of the world that use the language to communicate. The
writers hope that teachers will find the information sections on aspects of the cul-
ture helpful to them and their students but these are not at all comprehensive and
the writers hope that both teachers and students will find the resources listed helpful
in discovering more about the language and culture. The writers hope that this cur-
riculum will encourage eagerness to learn more and do further research. Vocabu-
lary and structure, reading and writing, greetings, and common forms of communi-
cation are all introduced as they would naturally be used. The writers feel that the
language textbook, Ni Hao: An Introduction to Chinese, published by China Soft, is an
excellent book for language learning and could be effectively used in conjunction
with this curriculum.

No curriculum is ever complete. This curriculum should continue to grow.
The authors invite you to send your ideas and suggestions which will make the curri-
culum more usable for language teachers, classroom teachers and their students.
Comments and suggestions may be sent to: Waunita Kinoshita, Urbana High School,
1002 South Race Street, Urbana, IL 61801

This curriculum was developed with funding from the Illinois State Board of
Education through the Federal Foreign Language Assistance Act.



CHINESE LANGUAGE AND CULTURE CURRICULUM FOR THE ELE-
MENTARY GRADES

INTRODUCTION

Chinese is spoken by approximately one billion people today,
in China, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singapore, Macau, Malaysia and
various Chinese communities around the world. More than one
quarter of the world's population speaks Chinese. English,
the next most widely spoken language, has half as many speak-
ers. The Chinese language is distinctive in the sense that
there is one written Chinese script uniting the hundreds of
different spoken Chinese dialects in the various regions.
There exists today seven major groups of Chinese dialects,
each often incomprehensible to a speaker of another dialect.
Mandarin, a northern Chinese dialect, is the official lang-
uage used in China, Taiwan, and Singapore; Cantonese is used
as an official language in Hong. Kong. The written script used
in China and Singapore is based on the simplified script. In
Taiwan and Hong Kong, the complex or old form script is used.

Why learn Chinese?

China has the fastest growing economy in the world. It is
poised to become a major economic power in the next few de-
cades. Three of Asia's four dragons, Hong Kong, Taiwan and
Singapore, are also Chinese speaking. The roles that these
economies play in the world cannot be overlooked.

More and more American companies are venturing into China,
and the next ten or twenty years will likely see increasing

business interaction between the United States and China, as
well as other Asian economies. This translates into thousands
of potential jobs for Americans who are in school today.
Knowing the Chinese language and the culture would put these
students at an advantage in the job market of tomorrow.

It is important to learn Chinese language and culture in
order to understand Chinese arts and festivals, customs and
traditions, and ways of thinking.
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Moreover, learning the language will help Americans commun-
icate with the Chinese living in their community.

This curriculum is designed to help teachers in American
elementary schools effectively teach Chinese culture and
language to non-native speakers. When students are introduced
to a foreign language and culture at an early age, they learn
an understanding and appreciation of that culture and their
own. Their eyes and minds are opened to the fact that people
of other cultural backgrounds have different values and
traditions.

Linking Cultures

Cross cultural acceptance and understanding have become es-
sential in today's world. One way to bridge cultural gaps is
to learn about other cultures. Once, in a newspaper column,
one reader wrote in to say how she was offended by the rude-
ness of her Thai guest, who took off his shoes when he enter-
ed her home. If she had known that Asians do not as a rule
wear shoes in the home, and that taking off one's shoes was a
sign of respect, she would have appreciated the gesture.

Much is to be learned about the differences and similarities
between cultures. This curriculum is designed to encourage
students to explore a culture that is very different from
their own.

Apart from introducing China, this curriculum also tries to
incorporate facts about Hong Kong, Taiwan and Singapore,
where many Chinese live, as well as Chinese communities in
America and in other countries. When one talks about Chinese
culture and Chinese tradition, one should not look at just
mainland China alone. Ten years of the Cultural Revolution on
mainland China has eradicated a lot of the traditional
cultural practices. Often the Chinese immigrants took to
their newly adopted homelands the cultural traditions that
they had inherited.The Chinese diaspora in Asia, Europe,
America and the Pacific region brought to their adopted homes
the culture and values that they grew up with in China. That
in itself makes for an interesting study of how Chinese
culture has evolved in the different regions of the world.
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The value of learning about how modernization has impinged
upon these traditions lies in the way it reflects the hopes
of a people who adapt their way of life to new countries and
new times.

The curriculum combines the teaching of Chinese culture using
English, and the teaching of the Chinese language itself
(written and spoken). Mandarin is taught as the spoken form,
with the pinyin system of romanization used to guide in the
pronunciation. Much of the methodology used is based on EFL
teaching techniques. Suggestions of phrases and vocabulary to
be taught are listed in each unit, but are meant as guide-
lines only. The teacher is encouraged to introduce Chinese

vocabulary and phrases in context, at every point of instruc-
tion.The target language can be introduced at all levels,
initially through the giving of bilingual instructions in the
classroom, eventually using only Mandarin to give instruc-
tions and to invite responses in Mandarin from the students.

Materials

All kinds of realia, pictures and photographs of everyday
life in China and other Chinese speaking communities; any-
thing that can be obtained from Asian shops to make instruc-
tion relevant: currency, abacus, wok, typical Chinese toys,
red envelopes, snacks, dried goods etc. are all readily
available authentic resources. A calligraphy set and a tea
set might be useful; Chinese brush paintings and calligraphic
scrolls and videotapes are also helpful. All such realia can
be used in demonstrations as well as role playing. They pro-
vide a realistic setting for instruction. Similarly record-
ings of Chinese classical and folk music would help create
the proper mood in class, and can be used in a variety of
ways. If feasible, the classroom should be set up to look
like a Chinese classroom, with the class schedule, duty
roster, charts and signs written in Chinese.



Roster of Daily Classroom Duties

Student

Day

Name

Duty

Monday

4-

Tuesday

l-k--:7 *1

Wednesday

LZ4j1 -.=i

Thursday

C=7

110

Friday

T*15_

Class Leader

1,k

Conduct Leader

P ie.: .Pi -t(
Lunch Basket

Garbage

5-75 4 V

Bathroom
CheckerChecker

A-;) 1J !:t.

Windows

7TH
Lights

.k1
Messenger

Substitute

Write the student's name in the blank for the day and job he is responsible for.
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Goals

At the end of a year the students will:

a) have acquired a basic knowledge of Chinese customs and
traditions,

b) be able to conduct simple conversations in Mandarin
(introducing themselves, asking for information)

c) be aware that not all Chinese live in China, that there
are Chinese living in other parts of Asia and in English
speaking countries like the United States and

d) students will develop a portfolio of their activities and
learning materials.

At this stage the emphasis is on communicative rather than
written competence. This initial exposure to the language and
culture will encourage the students to continue to study
Chinese.



Language and culture are integrated during the actual les-
sons, so that the students can learn the language in the pro-
per cultural context. For example, when a unit on socializing
is taught, familial relationships can be introduced, and how
members of the family interact with each other and with other
members of society is brought into focus.

We recommend using Ni Hao An introduction to Chinese, by
Shumang and Paul Fredlein (published by ChinaSoft in 1991),
as a supplementary text. This is a good beginner's book, and
teachers should make full use of the text, especially the
workbook, to complement what we have covered in this
curriculum.

A. LANGUAGE

1. Socializing

a. Different modes of address
b. Greetings
c. Introducing self introduction , introducing others...
d. Saying thank you

e. Apology - for being late, for being absent, unable to
attend

2. Exchanging information

a. Identifying people, objects around the house, school
etc...

b. Asking for and providing information family
relationships, occupations, where one lives
c. Describing places prepositions, locations of objects
in the room ,etc....

people - what they are wearing

3. Getting things done

a. Requests directions, passing things, borrowing
b. Suggestions
c. Invitations to cinema, playground, the library
d. Instructions
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4. Communication

a. Likes/dislikes hobbies, colours, food and drink
b. Attracting attention asking for directions
c. Expressing lack of comprehension
d. Asking for repetition or rephrasing, how to say something
in target language, write something mentioned, or asking
someone to explain what they just said

Vocabulary areas

People familial relationship, occupation, nationality

Places school, rooms of the house

Objects around the house, school ; utensils, cutlery,
sports

Actions verbs

Events Festivals, celebrations

Qualities adjectives

Time present, past, beforehand, afterward, at the same time
...today, yesterday, last year, next year, tomorrow etc. etc.

B. CULTURE

I. Family and community

The importance of family relationships in a Chinese society
is explored. Traditionally the family is always placed before
the individual. Confucius and his views on the relationship
of family and society can be introduced. Highlight the fact
that the different levels of familial relationships are
important in Chinese society there are different terms for
one's uncles and aunts according to whether they are from the
paternal or maternal side of the family, and whether they are
senior or junior in the family hierarchy. This hierachical

importance is also reflected in society, where the ruler as
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the head of state is obeyed without question, and each
citizen has his or her proper place in the social pecking
order.

The concept of filial piety can be introduced. Traditionally

children are expected to support their parents in their old
age, and care for them in their ill health. To leave one's
parents in a home for the aged or a nursing home is to be
unfilial, and is frowned upon by society. However, more and
more Chinese couples are living apart from their parents,
even though they may still contribute financially and visit
the parents whenever they can. Discussions can be generated
as to how this is similar to, or different from American
culture.

Discuss may include the fact that the Chinese are considered
less individualistic than Americans and conformity is the
rule in Chinese society. Students can be made aware of such
cultural characteristics which are fostered by socio-
political as well as historical differences.

Common Chinese greetings are introduced which may be
different from American ones. For example some Chinese greet
each other by asking "Have you eaten yet?".

II. Festivals

Festivals that are commonly celebrated by the Chinese (the
Lunar New Year, Lantern Festival, Mid-autumn Festival, Dragon
Boat Festival, Qing-Ming Festival, Festival of the Hungry
Ghosts) can be introduced and compared and contrasted with
festivals that Americans celebrate. For example, Lunar New
Year is regarded as the most important festival on the
calender, like Christmas is in America. The Hungry Ghosts
Festival is similar to Halloween in its celebration of ghosts
and ghouls. Valentine's Day in China is on the seventh day of
the seventh lunar month and the story of how it came to be
celebrated is passed down from generation to generation as a
folktale.

Appropriate festival activities can be carried out in class:
making and eating festival foods, making decorations to.



decorate the classroom, reading stories about the festivals,
watching videos of festivals being celebrated, etc.

III. Customs

Chinese customs and etiquette are taught.

Students are taught how to eat with chopsticks and hold a
rice bowl properly, what a typical Chinese table setting
looks like, and what the Chinese eat. Everyone eats from the
same main dishes, with individual bowls of rice. Certain
behaviour is regarded rude at the dinner table, for example:
helping yourself to a dish you like and not leaving enough
food on the dish for other people to share. Certain behaviour
is deemed acceptable: burping or slurping your soup noisily.

Discuss which colors are auspicious and which aren't in
Chinese culture. How certain items are never given as
presents because of their association with bad luck. Clocks
are taboo as presents because the word 'clock' is homonymic
with the word 'end '(ie death).

These lessons should aim at discussing cultural differences
and students should be made aware of how sometimes
misunderstanding can occur because of different cultural
norms.

IV. Art and traditional crafts

Chinese calligraphy, watercolours, finger-painting,
traditional dances, paper-cutting, puppetry, traditional
opera, are all subjects that can be introduced with the help
of audio-visual aids and realia. The students can try their
hands at making paper cuttings for example, learn calligraphy
and traditional dances.

V. Folktales

Students learn about Chinese folktales, and comparisons can
be made with similar tales told in the West. One example is
Lon Po Po (Lang Po Po) by Lawrence Yep, which is similar in
plot to The Little Red Riding Hood.
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UNIT 1 CHINA- THE LAND AND ITS PEOPLE

Objectives : To generate an interactive discussion about
students' knowledge of the Chinese language and culture;
getting students focused on the target language and culture.
Serves as an introduction to the rest of the curriculum.

Materials: Pictures of Chinese food, clothing, people,
buildings, newsprint, Chinese calligraphic scrolls and
paintings etc.

1.1 When I think of China and Things Chinese, I think
of

Give each student a piece of paper.

Cue them, "Sit back and think about anything that reminds you
of China, or of anything Chinese. What is it that makes you
associate the objects with China? You have two minutes to
make a list."

At the end of two minutes, get the students to compare their
responses with each other.

Collate students' responses, which can run the gamut from
food like chop suey to fortune cookies to Chinatown to
language to facial features. This will be an indication of
students' prior knowledge of the target language and cul-
ture. It is important not to be judgemental at this stage as
to the right or wrong of the students' perceptions.

Put all students' responses on the board for all to see, and
let the students decide with you which are truly 'Chinese'
responses. ( If student list sushi or kimono as Chinese,
explain that they are Japanese then erase them from the
board. This is to enable students to start focusing on the
target culture and the objects which represent that culture)

Save this list. At the end of the school year, get the
students to participate in the exercise again, and compare
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the differences. Students will be pleasantly surprised at how
much they have learned over one school year!

Generate a discussion about where students had learned about
the target language and culture was it from T.V., books,
parents, movies etc.

1.2 Imagine that you are on a trip to China. What do
you think you will see on your trip? What sort of food
will you try?

Pick a nice piece of Chinese music and play it while the
students close their eyes and imagine what they will do and
experience on their trip to China. Big Bird in China is a
good video to show in conjunction with this topic. You can
get students to illustrate what they would like to see in
China after viewing the video, and the finished artwork can
be pasted on the walls of the classroom.

Activity: Make passports for each student. Get them to find
out how to go about visiting China or Taiwan, whether they
need visas and where to apply for them. The classroom can be
rearranged into a make-believe plane, and students go through
customs, fill.in their personal particulars on immigration
forms and get their 'passports' stamped. Students can also be
issued photocopies of the local currency to use in their
purchases. ( You can give students money as a reward for good
work, and fine them for not doing their homework etc. This
acts as an incentive for students to earn as much money as
they can to go shopping on their China trips.)

Elicit responses, and generate a discussion.

Again this is an opportunity to find out about the students'
knowledge of China and makes for an interesting discussion
about food, landmarks and the people.

Teach the students to say "ni hao" and "zai

After these two activities, you can show them pictures or
posters of China and Chinese speaking countries and communi-
ties to reinforce the discussion.
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INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL

PASSPORT

1. Application. (Where? County Clerks Office)

2. Proof of citizenship. (Birth Certificate) Talk about citizenship.

3. Proof of identity. (driver's licence, photo I.D.)

4. Two 2" by 2" photos.

5. Fees. ($65.00. Valid for 10 years. Under age 18: $40.00 Valid 5 years.)

6. Have students fill out a passport.

VISA

What countries require visas?

- Have students fill out a visa application for China.

AIRPLANE SIMULATION

Go to China.

Stamp each passport as students go through customs.
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1.3 Scavenger Hunt

Ask the students to do a little homework. Get them to list
down items that they have at home which are made in China. If
the items are not too large, get them to ask their parents
for permission to bring these objects to school.

In the beginning of the next lesson, discuss with them
objects that they have brought to school. You can also show
them artifacts of your own, such as chopsticks, embroidery,
Chinese paintings etc..

dID yOU kNOW?

This section provides snippets of information for the
students.

Teach the students how to read and write
zhOng guo.

Outcome: Students start to focus on the target language and
culture, and learn to greet and say goodbye in the target
language. They also learn how to say and write the characters
for China.
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song: SAY "HELLO"!

tune: IF YOU ARE HAPPY AND YOU KNOW
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UNIT 2 WHERE THE CHINESE LIVE

Objectives : Students are shown where China and other Chinese
speaking countries like Taiwan, Singapore, Malaysia and Hong
Kong are on the map. Students will learn by the end of the
lesson that not all Chinese live on Mainland China. They also
learn that there are more Chinese speakers than there are
English speakers in the world.

Materials: Map of the world. Pictures of people living in
the above countries, as well as pictures of Chinatowns in
Western countries.

2.1 Where is English Being Spoken In The World? How
Many People Do you Think Speak English?

Invite responsesfrom students. Allow the students to write
down their answers on their worksheet. Get the students to
point out these countries on the world map. You can alSo
assign students to find these countries in pairs, providing
them with a list of the countries and a map.

1. Great Britain
Z. U.S.

3. Ireland
4. Australia
5 New Zealand
6. Canada

(These are only suggested answers, and you may wish to teach
them how to say these countries in Mandarin.)

2.2 What about Chinese? Where Do You Think It Is
Being Spoken ?

Invite responses from the class. Write students' responses on
the board. The map of the world is shown, and students are
invited to point out the countries that they have responded
with.

1.China
2. Taiwan
3. Hong Kong
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4. Macau
5. Singapore
6. Malaysia

and in Chinatowns all over the world. (These are suggested
answers)

Activity: Introduce the students to the flags of China and
Taiwan. The colors and emblems of the flags and what they
symbolize are taught. You might also want to start this
exercise by first eliciting from the students facts about the
American flag. The students can then color the Chinese flags
and keeps their work in their scrapbook.

"What does this tell you? Do all Chinese live in China? Is
Chinese only spoken in China?"

You might want to explain to the students that the word
Cantonese derives from the former name of Guangdong Province,
Canton.

Note: It is important at this point to emphasize that Chinese
is spoken not only in China, and that not all Chinese live in
China.

After the students have completed the exercises on their
worksheet, get them to color in and label the countries where
Chinese is being spoken. This can be done as a class project
and the completed map can be hung in one corner of the
classroom. (Social Studies? / Geography teachers may like to
also elicit responses about English, Spanish, Italian, French
and other languages, and students can colour in the different
language areas on the map. Similarly the information can be
transformed into graphs during a math lesson)

2.3 Take the students to the local or school library to read
about the first Chinese immigrants to the U.S. Have them
present the information as a project. Angel Island poetry is
a good introduction. You can get the students to work in
pairs and choose a poem to share with the class. Ask them
questions such as 'What is the tone of the poem?', 'What are
the most important words in the poem?'
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As an extension activity you can get the students to find out
about their own ancestry, and mark out the countries their
ancestors come from on the world map. The students will learn
that America is made up of people from all over the world.

Note: If time allows, teach the Chinese characters for Hong
Kong, Taiwan and Singapore. Students can learn to say and
recogniKe the characters.

Outcome: Students learn where China and other Chinese
speaking countries like Taiwan, Singapore, Malaysia and Hong
Kong are on the map. They also learn that not all Chinese
live on Mainland China, and that there are more Chinese
speakers than speakers of any other language, including
English.
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UNIT 3 HELLO, MY NAME IS

Objectives : The students will learn how to greet teachers
in the traditional way, to say their own name in Chinese ,

and to say Hello, my name is ' The students are also
introduced to the Chinese script proper, and they will learn
that unlike English where a string of letters are strung
together to make a word, every Chinese character stand on its
own and has a meaning. They are also introduced to basic
Chinese characters.

Materials : Picture or poster of a Chinese classroom in
session. Pieces of cardboard that the teacher can write the
studenis new name on. Plastic name tag holders so the
students can pin their names on their shirts.

3.1 What do you think a Chinese classroom is like?

Use a picture or pictures of a Chinese class in session to
elicit responses . What do you think the differences are in
a Chinese classroom? Discuss seating arrangement, attitude
towards teachers and expectation of students. You may want to
show additional pictures of classes in session in rural
China, where sometimes a teacher teaches the different grades
in the same schoolroom. A classroom in China may be different
from a classroom in Singapore or Hong Kong, for example.

Explore the differences in curriculum. This is a flexible
section where you as teacher can introduce different aspects
of the classroom to your students. You may wish to talk about
Childrens' Palaces in the cities of China, where talented
students are encouraged to attend extra-curricular classes,
or the fact that Chinese children in Singapore learn English
as a first language and Chinese as a second language. Or that
children in Hong Kong are taught in Cantonese. Introduce them
to the cram schools in Taiwan, or the fact that many students
have private tuition at home after school in Singapore. How
Chinese students have morning exercises and eye exercises
that they practice everyday.
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Discuss aspects in these classrooms which are different from
American schools.

If available, use a video clip to show students how the
teacher is greeted in a Chinese classroom: the class moniter
will say "all stand ," " bow," (students will greet the
teacher saying "good morning, teacher Xu") " sit." Students
are expected to pay attention to the teacher at all times,
not talk to each other, and speak only after permission is
given. Is this different from an American classroom?
Introduce xing It, zu6 xicI" tp the students. Get them
to practice greeting the teacher, '160 shi zao an". You may
also want to teach the students essential Chinese pharases
such as 'Can I go to the restroom', 'Can I speak English?',
and 'How do I say this in Chinese?' etc.

After the students have practiced the pronunciation, you can
do the following activity. Arrange the classroom to look like
a Chinese classroom, with tables and chairs in neat rows
rather than in clusters then appoint one student to give the
"commands" and instruct the students to all rise and greet
the teacher as he or she re-enters the classroom. This is
practiced a few times. The teacher then dismisses the class
in a similar manner. If the teacher feels that such simu-
lation will give students a more authentic feel of what it is
like to be in a Chinese classroom this activity can be used
each day to introduce each lesson.

3.2 What Is In a Name?

Do you know anybody who has a Chinese name? Look at
a page in the phone directory. Can you spot any
Chinese names?

Begin by asking whether any of the students have friends with
Chinese names. Collate responses. Hand out a few phone
directories. Ask the students to spot Chinese names in the
phone book. Alternatively, photocopy a few pages out of the
directory. Divide the students into groups. Set a time limit
and the students are to find as many Chinese names as they
can in the given time. The group which finds the most Chinese
names wins.
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Let the students read the dID yoU knOW section on names.
Explain how Chinese first names have meanings and give some
examples ...Chgnggiing meaning success, Qiuxue meaning autumn
snow, etc. Often all the children of one generation will
share a common character of their two character first names.
For example, two brothers Sht Qi0fing and Sht SI.4ng and their
two cousins Shl Yong and Shl Meng all have shi as
the first character of their first names. This identifies
them not only as members of the same family, but of the same
generation as well. This way of naming children is not always
followed, and single character names are also common, but
this is an interesting point you might like to share with
your students.

Note: At this point it might be an interesting exercise for
the students to find out what their first names mean. A book
on common first names that you can pick up from the book
store will be handy for this activity. Many of the students
may not know what their English names mean.

Assign Chinese names to the students this can be either a
transliteration of their Christian names, like Shelley into

v ,
Xueli, or any name that you feel is suitable.

v
3.3 Ni Hao. Wo "Lao Hello. My name is

P 9-
72-

Ani h6o. we; J100
Hello. My name is

/
t, 7; 1-2

Hello . My name is My Chinese name is

Practice with the students orally, repeating till they can
introduce themselves fluently. One suggested activity after
they can say the phrase fluently as a group is to get them to
introduce themselves individually. Group the students in a

circle. Holding a ball in your hands, you start by
introducing yourself. After having done that, throw the ball
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to one of the students (pick the most fluent one) and
indicate for him or her to introduce him/herself. He or she
then continues by passing the ball to someone else.

Activity 1 : Using a newspaper folded up into a roll, pick a
student to be 'it'. He or she holds the newspaper roll. The
other students sit in a circle surrounding 'it'. Begin by
shouting the name of one of the students seated. 'It' has to
run up to the person whose name is called and hit him or her
with the newspaper roll. The point of the game is for the
student whose name is called to shout out another student's
name before 'it' hits him or her. Whoever gets hit by 'it'
will in turn become 'it'. This game will get the students to
remember everyone's names in a hurry!

Activity 2: Singing the Introduction Song to the tune of
Liang Zhi Lao Hu. (Lyrics are included.) Students will
practice common greetings in the song.

Activity 3: You can also set up a role play activity.
Students are to pretend that they are at a party, and they
are to go round the room, shaking hands with each other,
introducing themselves. One way of making sure they carry out
this activity, is for them to collect a token from whoever
they have spoken to. The tokens are distributed to each
student beforehand. Students can make it harder for each
other to receive tokens by insisting on correct pronunciation
and word sequence. Peer correction is probably more effective
than teacher correction. You are the mediator, and guide the
students through this activity.

3.4 Learning to Write

You can then go on to show students how to write their own
names in Chinese, as well as "Hello, my name is " (the
pinyin is used as a guide)

At this point show the students the sequence of strokes for
the characters.. from left to right, top to bottom. It will be
useful if the teacher xeroxes samples for the students.

Get the students to start their own scrap books. They can
write their own names in Chinese on the cover. Encourage them
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to decorate the cover of their book. You can do this in the
form of a cover design contest. Gather posters and brochures
from travel agencies that students can cut pictures from.
You might like to start them on pieces of drawing paper and
they can use their artwork as covers for their books. Let the
students vote as to who has the best cover. The winner gets a
little prize. The prize can be a Chinese souvenir. This scrap
book will be used to keep all the worksheets and activity
sheets.

3.5 Writing in Chinese

Explain with examples that some Chinese characters are
pictographs and ideographs. Encourage the students to guess
what certain words like Otifin (field) )J chuan ( river),

zhOng (group of people) and sen (forest) mean.

There are other ways in which the characters are formed, but
at this level it is not neccessary to introduce them to the
students.

One way of getting the students to remember characters is
through mnemonics. The word sen (forest) for example
is made up of three trees. The word t zh-Ong (centre) is a
tennis court with a net running through the centre. You can
even assign characters to the students to see how they can
devise pnemonics to help them remember the characters.

One point to emphasize to students is that language, like
culture, is a living thing. The more cross cultural communi-
cation that goes on, the more information is exchanged, and
the more languages borrow from each other.

English words like chop-suey, tea, cheongsam, and kung fu are
borrowed from Chinese, and the Chinese borrowed words like
humor, democracy, and salad from English.

Additional activity: Teach the students to make seals with
potatoes. One easy way is to write the name on wax paper,
reverse the paper and paste it on the cut side of a potato. A
tracing of the mirror image of the name can then be done and
cut. Students will enjoy making their own seals to use. To
make permanent seals, try using blocks of play dough. These
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can be baked in the oven to harden and the seals then become
permanent. You may wish to explain how seals were used
traditionally. Instructions for making a seal are in the

appendix.

Outcome: Students learn how to greet teachers in the
traditional way, to say their own name in Chinese , and to

say Hello, my name is

The students also learn that in the Chinese language, each
Chinese character has a meaning. They learn basic Chinese

characters.
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SEALS

materials: (per student) one wood block, one piece of styrofoam, one sheet of

relatively thin paper, red stamp pad, markers, contact paper, glue

gun, and a pencil.

1. Trace an outline of the wood block six times on white paper.

2. Practice writing the character on the square. It is important to center

the character in the square. Practice until you do one you like. Trace

over it to thicken the lines.

3. Hold your paper (with the perfect character) to the window. Turn it over

and trace the design on the back. Now the character is backwards.

4. Put the paper on the top of the styrofoam with the backwards character

facing you. Trace over the character with a pencil pushing hard.

5. Cut out the styrofoam square to fit on top of the square block.

6. Use a glue gun to stick the styrofoam to the wood block.

7. Put contac paper around the wood block or have students color it.

8. Affix the seal on a worksheet.
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UNIT 4 GREETINGS

Objectives : Students revise greetings that they have learned
before as well as learn new greetings and how to ask each
other what their names are.

Material: Exercise book.

Vocabulary :

Good Morning.

gr

_
Zao an

Good Afternoon

'IWu an

What is your name?

zz. )7z

Ni jiCio shen me ming zi ?

Teach the vocabulary required for the activity.

Practise oral drills until the students get the pronunciation
right. As in the previous unit set up activities for students
to ask each others' names. To make this exercise more
communicative, tell the students to find out each others'
Chinese names.
In the dID yOU kNOW section, the students are introduced to
cultural differences in greeting people. You may want to
explore how such differences may lead to misunderstanding or
confusion.
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Outcome: Students will be able to greet each other
appropriately, and ask each other's names, as well as
introduce themselves.
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UNIT 5 MY FRIEND

Objectives: Students learn to introduce their friends.
Students learn the sentence structure 'this is my

and how to turn the sentence into a question by
adding the suffix i=q5 ma.

Material: Colored pencils

Vocabulary :

5.1 This is my friend.

shi we) de peng A. This is my friend.

(1(-) M k.

5.2 His name is

T5 jiao His name is

e2 -1=20-J 4 7<.

Ta jiao Her name is

Teach the vocabulary and practice orally until students get
the pronunciation right. Set up activity where students can
practice introducing two other classmates to someone else.
You can start by standing up, introducing yourself, then
point to a girl and a boy in class, and in turn introduce
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them using the third person. The students you introduce will
then take turns to introduce another girl and boy and so
forth.

Activity: Students sit in a circle. Student B asks A what his
or her name is. A replies. C asks B what his or her name is.
B replies, then carries on to tell C what A's name is "Ta
jiao ' The point of the game is to get each student to
remember as many names as they can of the students before
them, using the third person pronoun to introduce each one of
them. The students who cannot remember all the names drop
out, and the winner is the student who can remember in the
correct sequence, all the names.

Write the sentences out for the students. Help them to learn
to recognize the characters.

Role play: Another activity to reinforce the introductions
learned is to role play. Pick six students to play different
roles. They are at the swimming pool and A sees her friend B
with her friends. A greets B and they introduce their
respective friends to each other. Tape their performance, and
playback their conversation. Elicit responses from the class
as to the names of the characters involved. This is also a
good opportunity for peer correction if there are any
mistakes on tape, get the students to point out where, and to
correct them.

Alternatively, pre-record short conversations on a cassette
tape. Play the tape to the class, and get the students to
fill out a worksheet of questions such as: did the conversa-
tion take place in the morning or afternoon? Who is X talking
to? What is the name of Y? Before you play the tape, make
sure the students know what they are listening for.

5.3 Tell Us about Your Friends

Students draw a picture of themselves and two of their
friends. They are asked to write captions about their
pictures, using the phrases that they have learned so far.
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Pick a few students to share their pictures with the class.

5.4

You can also use the sentence structure "This is my
to get the students to talk about their possessions. Teach
simple words like pen, pencil, bag, book and let the students
practise saying "this is my as you hold up the
object. This exercise can also be carried out in the third
person as the students become more confident.

Teach the sentence structure

<t):3 ?

Zhe shi nf de ma? Is this your-.

(-4-'1z) 6-5
n t7

Zhe shi to de ma? Is this his/her
7

Again, you can go around the class, holding up objects, using
the sentence structure to ask the students and invite their
responses,Alternatively, get the students to contribute one
object each and put all these objects in the centre. Students
can take turns to go to the pile, take up an item, and ask
`Zhe shl nf de ma?' The questions can be directed at
any of the students, and they can respond '911 de, zhe shi wo
de.' or 'bu shi, zhe shi to de.'

Students can ask these questions until the owner of the
object is found.

Outcome: Students are able to introduce their friends. They
can use the sentence structure 'this is my to talk
about their possessions as well as their friends'
possessions. They will also be able to use the interrogative
form of the sentence structure.
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SPUD

1. Assign each student a new "name" using the vocabulary you're teaching.

(ex. pen, pencil, book, etc.)

2. Students stand in a circle.

3. One student stands in the middle with a ball. S/he throws the ball in

in the air and calls out a "name".

4. All students run except the student whose name was called.

5. When the student (whose name was called) catches the ball s/he yells

"stop."

6. S/he throws the ball and tries to hit someone. The students can move

only one leg to avoid being hit.

7. If s/he hits someone that person is "it" and throws the ball in the air

and calls out someone's name.
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UNIT 6 THE LAND THEY CALL CHINA

Objectives : Students are introduced to the main rivers and
the different geographical regions in China.

They will be introduced to the diverse population of China in
the urban and rural areas. They will learn that there are
other ethnic groups which inhabit China. The students will
learn that China is as diverse geographically as it is
ethnically.

Materials: map of US , map of China, photos of the Yangtze
River and the Yellow River. Pictures of people in various
regions in China. Passport to China is a good book to use
here.

6.1 Rivers in the U.S.

First elicit responses to questions about the rivers in the
US and Illinois.
Get the students to compare their answers with the rest of
the class.

6.2 Rivers in China

Elicit similar responses about rivers in China. Use a wall
map of China and
get the students to find out the names of the major rivers .

Compare topographical maps of the U.S. with that of China.
Plot a chart to see what similar or different geographical
features the two countries share.Whereever possible,
encourage the students to supply the answers. Give the
students cues like " Where are the mountainous regions ? Are
there deserts? Plateaus? etc.

6.3 Other Geographical Features

As a group activity, let the students discover other
geographical features of the land.
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6.4 Cities in China

Have the students to point out some of the cities in China.
Ask them to note where in relation to the rivers or coastal
areas these cities are. Discuss why they think big cities in
America as well as in China, are often sited near the coast
or rivers.

Activity 1 : If available, you can show students videotapes
and photos of the various regions of China, and the
different ethnic groups living in China. Big Bird in China is
a good video to use here. Discuss the differences between
city dwellers and the peasants in terms of educational
opportunity, the types of work they do etc. Please refer to
the bibliography for the books available to make discussion
more interesting.
Activity 2: Get the students to draw a suitcase in their
scrapbook. Give them ten minutes to draw in the items that
they would take with them on a trip to China. You can use
their drawings to discuss why they want to bring certain
items. Students may pack their suitcases with games and
forget about their clothes, or they may pack summer clothes
for a visit to Beijing in November. Use their contributions
as points for discussion about the climate, or geography of
the places that they will 'visit'.

6.5 China's neighbors

Organize the students into groups of three or four per
group. The first group which correctly identifies all the
countries which share their border with China get a prize

Generate a discussion about the dID yOU kNOW? section. You
may want to emphasize that they are learning the language of
the Han Chinese, who represent 89.5 % of the entire
population. China's minority population have varied and rich
cultures, and students can be encouraged to read up about
them and share their findings with the class. (The section on
the minorities can be expanded as the students learn about
the geographical distribution of the minorities, and what
cultural similarities these groups share with the various
peoples over the border.)
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You may wish to read folktales of the Chinese minorities to
the students. The tales of Afanti for example, are funny and
will be enjoyed by the students.

6.6 These can be done as group projects, to be presented in
class.

Outcome: Students will be able to name the main rivers and
cities in China, and identify prominent geographical
features. They will also know that China is diverse
ethnically.
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UNIT 7 A DAY IN THE LIFE OF

Objectives : By the end of this lesson, the students will
have learned about how Chinese children in other countries
such as Taiwan and Hong Kong live, where they go to school,
and what they do in their spare time. They will also learn
about weekend Chinese schools that some Chinese American
students attend, and to talk about their own activities in

Mandarin.

Materials : Books listed at the end of bibliography on
children in Chinese speaking countries in Asia.

7.1 What Do You Do in Your Spare Time?

Invite students to list five of their favorite activities out
of school.

Collate their responses and make a chart on the board. The
students may find it interesting to see how similar or
different their spare time activities are.

7.2 Chinese Children Living in China and Other
Countries

This is a good opportunity to introduce Chinese children who
live in countries other than. China. The list of books in the
bibliography section is a good start. You should try to
introduce as many Chinese children in their environment as
possible, to give the students a feel of what it must be like
to live in China, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Macau or Singapore.

You can discuss with your students the differences or
similarities that they see.

7.3 Find Out About the Chinese Living In Your
Community.

If there are Chinese in your community, they could be invited
as guest speakers and the students can ask them questions
related to their lives in the respective countries.
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Another possible project is for the students to interview
Chinese Americans in their age group, and find out about
their routines at home which may differ from their own. Note:
some Chinese American children attend Sunday Chinese classes
to learn how to read and write in Chinese.

Prepare the class beforehand by helping the students to
prepare a list of questions. Encourage the students to use
the Chinese they have learned. They can greet the guest in
Chinese, ask him or her which country he or she is from, ask
for his or her name etc.

7.4 Introduce reading material about Chinese children living
in America, as well as in other Chinese speaking countries.
At this point the more reading material or videos you can
provide about Chinese children in different countries, the
better. The idea is to show the students that Chinese
children in different countries participate in activities
that may be similar to or different from to their own.
Chinese children living in different countries may also
participate in widely different activities. Chinese children
in Hong Kong or Taiwan also play Nintendo and other video
games, but children on mainland China may not have access to
these games. Perhaps Chinese children all over play the same
games with sandbags, with variations. This lesson creates
opportunities for American children to learn about
similarities and differences in what children participate in.
Invite them to discuss why some leisure time activities are
similar, or different. Are certain activities influenced by
culture, technology, or the resources available etc..

Teach the students the Chinese words for these activities, as
well as the phrases

Ni tong ch(Ing zu6 xie she me hi48.dcing?

't-T7 ifa ?
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Wo mei tian
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You can introduce basic verbs here.

Suggested vocabulary:

to do 4. to play TZ to watch Al

to go to talk it to listen plF

TPR would be a good technique to use here to reinforce what

the students have learned.

7.5 Trip to Chinatown.

Depending on your location, you can arrange for an excursion
to Chinatown, or on a smaller scale, to a Chinese grocery

store.

Prepare a worksheet for the students to complete. This can be
in the form of a map, where students are required to fill in
the names of shops and restaurants in Chinatown; or a
scavenger hunt, where students are to locate certain shops or
items. Alternatively, get them to copy down a few of the
signs that they see. Make sure the students are given a task
to do on the trip, so that they will pay more attention and

learn.

Note: Before the trip, you may first want to introduce the
Chinese terms for bakery, restaurant, grocery, bookshop and
so forth, so that they won't feel too overwhelmed. And it
adds to the students' interest when thay realize they can
read some of the Chinese characters!

Activity 1: You can make out a list of food items that
students can find in a Chinese grocery shop. The students can
go around the shop, checking the items off. They can each
decide on a Chinese snack to buy to take back to the class

for an impromptu party.

Activity 2 : Students can make a model Chinatown out of
tissue boxes and milk cartons. They can add Chinese
architectural details to make their models look authentic.
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Outcome: The students will have an understanding of how
Chinese children in other countries such as Taiwan and Hong
Kong live, where they go to school, and what they do in their
spare time. They will also know about weekend Chinese schools
that some Chinese American students attend, and be able to
provide information about their own activities in Mandarin.
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song: GOING ON A FIELD TRIP.
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UNIT 8 NUMBERS

Objectives: Students learn to count in Chinese and to read
and write numbers in Chinese.

8.1 Counting in Chinese

One way to teach numbers is to use rods. Hold up the correct
number of rods in sequence from one to ten, and say the
Chinese word for the numbers. Get the students to say one to
ten after you. Once that is accomplished, go on to test
students by picking out groups of rods in random numbers and
students are to say the numbers in Chinese.

Activity I : in groups students test each other by holding up
various numbers of rods and then saying the number. Once they
are proficient , they can go on to using flashcards and
students can test each other. To make the game more
interesting, students can also play bingo.

8.2

Introduce the Chinese characters for 1 to 10. Let the
students form the characters using toothpicks or play dough
for a start. You can make learning more fun for the students
by letting them practice using brush and ink.

8.3

Teach the students counting songs that are familiar favorites
of Chinese children.

There is also a counting game that you can get the students
to play. It is called

Peng Qiu r6u Xi (Dodgem Balls)

How to play: Students form a circle, facing each other. You
give them a number each.

Choose one student to be 'it'. If for example.'it' is number
five, he or she starts by saying:

75:tf

Wo de wu qiu peng qi qi6. My number five ball hits number
seven.
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The students who is number seven then becomes 'it', and he
will choose another number and call out in a similar fashion:

6,4f7-t 24 -=

Wo de qi
/
peng son qiu. My number seven ball hits number

three.

Additional activities: You can expand this unit by teaching
tens, hundreds, thousands and so on. Provide information gap
worksheets, where students fill in the correct numbers using
either Chinese characters or Arabic numerals.

eg 10 = shf
v

15 shi wu
20 = e?shf.

27 = ershiqi

how do you write

35 =
48
61

You can also use a calender to encourage students to learn
dates and days.

Activity 1: Teach the students to use chopsticks to pick up
popcorn. As they pick the popcorn up, they have to count in
Mandarin and the student who manages to pick up the most
popcorn in a given time wins.

Activity 2 : Can't say multiples of game. Students form
a circle. Decide on a number (for example 5).Going round the
circle, students say aloud the numbers in sequence. When they
get to 5, the student whose turn it is will have to say
`Ong!' instead. The game goes on and whenever the students
get to a multiple of that number (in this case 10, 15, 20)
they have to say 'peng!' instead.

If an abacus is available, students can be taught how to add
and subtract using the abacus - it is afterall, one of the
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earliest calculators ever used! (Instructions for making and
using the abacus are included here.)

You can also teach the students to tell the time.

Other games to play : Bingo, Battleship, Tangrams, Join the
numbers, Around the World

Outcome: Students will be able to count from at least one to
ten and be able to read and write numbers in Chinese.
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UNIT 8 NUMBERS

8.1 Counting in Chinese

1 2 3 4 5 to 7
yi er sari si wu 1iu qt ba

TO

8.2 Writing one to ten

8.3 Some songs to learn

"MV)3t
0201 phi Vt.° Ft

song: TWO TIGERS.

tune: ARE YOU SLEEPING?

XV
g)5t,

W))t,
.0 itkrA7

RWM, gt-t4tA,
Pap de, iciat pbeip de kt01,

--Vagi flit -WIATtE
xi .2117 meI Au Yart 33111 >/ -iIns yeti kt.



j an uan b
11,

yi er San

song: SCISSORS, FIST, CLOTH

han fad/ bi.1

Y 7 2r Sa.n Jean pin bit

g 77 6M,

TAP dao 5ii tot b u.

IVEERN,
b,,1 b000st,

EfiNtatcP73,
5h; to a chi4, jiklA

Ve4V!
ay\ sh6 ceLi de du



EA*
stal 9uo 3u0

VtY5e: COUNTING FRUITS

mmimma mmammbEmmalb mwwww

........6 ZEINEt.t/

YT ex sox gin er xi y' er San si wa he.; g 7

cii ke 51u) sh?in3firin5 jta

MA,VUL,WIt,n-Tk,"T',W-T6,M.
pirl gut' -6/4 er pc. tao sh eT Jr -? El ir
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son(: COUNTING. KY FRIENDS

tune: TEN LITTLE INDIANS

d,51,, ran sa

MI WM, _EMI iN1)3.
43e- itstirs,se 53,1 9` xiito pini3yO'LL

aflffl, HIE ii\VM.
et 9e wti se 114 ae xiaopen9yXt4,

J\11111 ilia /MM.
ba. 9e jtik se. Arab ygik

shi ode x&Pin3iu ?AA ir Ic6

±C1, AfEl,
shf ge ee xivao ping yk

7:1111,
hit ge wrt pim3 jou.

!NEJ)4.
61 9e say, ge. Iran3 3e xtdrto ping

y&.

M-0/141)4tE.:*.
a; yi ge ziao pingyat 2114 lcti

HO, Wilt, Ea ii\JEJ.
yi 5e It'ang 9e sari 5e ,v110 pinsy6u

Uti, TA,
5) se wL1 8e Icu je ectop6i3y6u
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verse: COUNTING ONE TO FIVE

HINR
wu

11111 OIMMIM.1

3EE 1:11FEE=nt
sao sQ.3sillinctc, lavo 11:1k

ftriTY11
Iachada b(.1 ck

93 shil you jr ,phi

shi,t 14i yinc a

--.RFV11
Vn1 wa
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rim wasia yi 6111:i

yg ar sari Si 'Ad

rrIn71
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WR-:=RilINO
zhi ciin5 ta yr Nang' zai Va3 ji-n3 -f-ittio

TINA.13t14LF*.
Pk" 1E1 fatal -ciao xitk, shu,1
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San Ilan chi

verse: TRICYCLE

san Pao de kcal sh:a3 'ulna° 9e Icro

yap on Ango 9* Y km11

Mr CA,
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THE ABACUS

An abacus is a manual computing device consisting of a frame holding

parallel rods as wires strung with counters. (see illustration)

Y

Each bead in group x represents

5 when lowered; each bead in

group y represents 1 when raised.

The value of this setting is 3,691:

HOW TO MAKE AN ABACUS:

Materials: 50 beads

One roll of yarn

One empty kleenix box

A knife, a pencil, paperpunch, ruler, glue and scotch tape

One 9.5 inch by 2 inch sheet of cardboard



A. THE FRAME:

1. Punch holes in the cardboard, one inch from

each end, three-quarters of an inch apart.

2. Cut off the top of the kleenix box one-half

inch from each edge. (see illustration)

3. Stand the box on its side (lengthwise).

Measure and punch one and one-half inch from

each end and three-quarters of an inch apart.

Repeat on the opposite side.

4. Glue the cardboard onto the inside of the box.

Align the holes with those of the box.

B. THE RODS:

Lead the yarn through a, then string up

4 beads. Pull the yarn to make it longer.

Go through b, then string one (1) bead and

go through c. (see illustration)

Pull the yarn to make it longer. Go through

d, then string one (1) bead. Go through e

and string up 4 beads. Then go through f.

Repeat the same process through all the punch

holes. Cut off both ends of the yarn, tie up

and tape the ends.

Now, you have your own abacus!
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Mound the World Game

This is good for teaching vocabulary.

1. Students sit in a circle.

2. One student is selected to stand behind another student.

3. The teacher holds flashcards of the vocabulary the students are learning.

4. The teacher shows the students a picture or character. The first student to call out
the word in Chinese proceeds to stand behind the next person. (The student who was
standing sits down.)

5. The first student to return to his/her seat is the winner.

Treasure Hunt

1. Have a volunteer leave the classroom.

2. Hide an object, for example: 11 mko zi (hat)

3. Have all of the students repeat "mlo zi" in unison.

4. Call in the volunteer.

5. Call out the name of the object in a louder voice as the volunteer gets closer to the
hidden object; lower the voices gradually when the volunteer moves away from the
hidden object.
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1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9

10 11 12 13 15 16 17 18 19

20 21 22 27 28 29

35 37 38 3930 31 32

41 42 44 47 48 49

50 51 52 54 55 57 53 59

61 62 68 69

70 71 72 73 Ai 7-5 76 78 79

80 81 82 83 34 85 86 03 89

92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99I 90 91
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29

30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39

41 42 43 44 145 46 47 148 49

50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 53 59

61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69

70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79

$0 81 82 83 34 85 86 37 33 89

90 91 92 95 914 95 96 97 98 99
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UNIT 9 THE LUNAR NEW YEAR

Objectives : Students learn about the most important Festival
celebrated by the Chinese -the Lunar New Year. Students learn
various New Year greetings, and how the New Year is
celebrated.

Materials: A Chinese calender if available, Lunar New Year
cards, red envelopes, Spring couplets, mock fire-crackers.

9.1 Introduce Discussion of Holidays

Set the scene by inviting students to tell each other about
the most important holiday they celebrate during the year.
Christmas, Thanksgiving are probably some of the answers the
students will give. Ask students which is their favourite
holiday and why.

9.2 The Lunar New Year

Explain that for the Chinese, the Lunar New Year is the most
important event celebrated in the year. At this point you may
like to explain the difference between the Lunar calender and
the Gregorian calender. That the lunar calender is used
alongside the Gregorian calender in countries which use the
former to observe festivals and religious holidays. Students
should be made aware that the use of the lunar calender is
not peculiar to the Chinese. Ask if they know of other
countries which use the lunar calender. Korea, Vietnam and
muslim countries use the lunar calender as well. Show the
students a lunar calender and how the dates correspond to the
Gregorian calender. Get the students to go through the
calender and find when the first day of the lunar year falls
on. This exercise can be done with different dates. Students
can pick a Gregorian date and find out which day and month it
is on the lunar calender. This is also a good revision
exercise for the numbers that the students have learned
previously.
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Teach the students to ask about each other's birthdates, and
the appropriate reply.

Ask students whether they believe in horoscopes, and whether
they know which sign they were born under. You will probably
get different responses. Ask whether they think their
horoscopes really tell their character. Again the responses
may be wide ranging. Introduce the Chinese Zodiac. You may
wish to tell them the story of the 12 animals competing for
places in the zodiac.The students will be interested to find
out about the characteristics of persons born under each
animal sign. Allow them to find out which animal sign they
were born under. Do they think they personify the animal
whose sign they were born under?

Teach Happy Birthday. This song can be used all through the
year, whenever one of the students have a birthday.

Old MacDonald Had a Farm can also be taught while teaching
the animal names and sounds..

9.4
Story-time : The Story of Nian. Students learn about the
folklore about how the Lunar New Year came to be celebrated.

9.5

Students read about Lunar New Year celebrations through a
short story in the first person. To make it more real, try
and get a Chinese boy to read the story and have his voice
recorded. The recording can be played to the class.

The story:

Hello ! My name is Wing Qing (meaning forever strong) and I
am ten years old. I am really excited to hear that there are
students my age in America who are interested in learning
about Chinese traditions and the Festivals that we celebrate.

My favorite festival is the Lunar New Year, also known as
Spring Festival. It is celebrated in late January or
February, according to the lunar calender. It's kind of
complicated, but my mother has a calender which shows both
the Gregorian and lunar dates . The Lunar New Year is a time
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when families and friends get together to wish each other
happiness and success for the following year, very much like
Christmas is celebrated in your country. Family members who
live in other parts of the country or overseas will all
travel home to celebrate the New Year together. My two uncles
who live in another city take the train home to celebrate the

New Year with us every year.

Preparations begin as early as a month before, with my
grandma and mother doing all the shopping for the candies and
all sorts of goodies that are served during the New Year. On
Chinese New Year's eve, all of us sit down to a reunion
dinner. This is a sumptuous feast that takes the entire day
to put together. My mother and grandma, together with my
aunt, will go shoppinging a day or two before the reunion
dinner, buying fish, chicken, pork, and vegetables. In
different regions of China, there are differences in the
dishes served, but they usually include fish , chicken, pork,

and other delicacies that are particular to the region. In
China, meat dumplings, jiaozi, is served at the reunion
dinner, and a steamboat or hot pot is often served as well.
Steamboat is like a Swiss fondue, where a pot of broth
simmers over hot coals, and bits of raw meat and vegetables
are added to the broth and cooked. I love the jiaozi. An

hour or two before the reunion dinner, everybody would sit
around the table and wrap jiaozi. My mother lets me wrap a
few jiaozi also, but mine never comes out nice. You take a

piece of dough which has been rolled out into a round shape,
add the filling of pork and vegetables and seal the edges. I
get to try some of the jiaozi before the actual dinner, so I
always make sure I am around when my mom boils them up!

After the the reunion dinner, everyone stays up to talk and
wait to see the New Year in. This is one of the rare
occasions when my sister and I are allowed to stay up all
night. We watch the Lunar New Year special on TV, and play
all sorts of games. It is also fun to listen to all the
stories that my two uncles would tell about the city that
they are working in, Beijing.

During the New Year, my father, mother and uncles do not have
to go to work for three days. My uncles take a week off work
as the journey home takes a day and a half. The house is
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spring cleaned, and my sister and I helped to put up spring
couplets and paper cuts around the house as decorations.
Spring couplets, red strips of paper with calligraphy of
auspicious sayings, are pasted at the door and around the
house for luck. I like the window flowers especially, as they
are colourful and very pretty. We also fill trays with
candies, dried melon seeds, oranges, and all kinds of snacks,
and friends would come and visit and exchange good wishes. On
New Year's morning, we would wake up and wash, and change
into our new clothes. After wishing the grown-ups happy New
Year, we would be given hong boo, little gifts of money
wrapped in red paper or red envelopes.

My sister and I look forward to visiting friends and
relatives because we would collect hong boos from all married
adults. Because my grandma is considered an elder, younger
adults would visit with their family, to bring her good
wishes. These visitors would usually bring along with them
mandarin oranges, because they symbolize good luck. (The word
ju, for orange, sounds like ji, good luck)

We are usually exhausted after three days of visiting and
feasting. I usually snack so much on mandarin oranges, dried
melon seeds, candies and other new year goodies that I don't
have the appetite for dinner! Fortunately, it is considered
bad luck to be scolded during the New Year celebrations, so
my parents don't tell me off for being so greedy. In the old
days the feasting and celebrations will go on for 15 days.
Nowadays it has been shortened to two or three days. Can you

imagine how wonderful it would be if I did not have to go to
school and could feast on all the goodies for 15 days! That
is why I love celebrating the New Year!

Discuss the story with the students, and introduce the books
listed at the end of the reference section. The students will
learn about Chinese New Year celebrations in America among
the Chinese Americans. The video, " A Glimpse of the Chinese
New Year" is available from the Coordination Council for
North American Affairs.
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9.6 Students can learn to make jitiozi.

Jiaozi

Ingredients: won ton wrappers
minced pork

chopped Chinese cabbage and/or chopped green onions
soy sauce
sugar
pepper

Chinese rice wine

Mix the pork and vegetables together in a big bowl. Season
the mixture to taste.

Take a piece of the wonton wrapper and hold it flat on one
palm. Put a spoonful of the meat and vegetable mixture in the
center. Fold the wrapper in half, then bring the two ends
together and pinch together. ( This is a simplified way to
make a jiaozi a lot easier and a lot faster!)

Put the finshed jiaozi in boiling water for about 5-8
minutes. The jiaozi are cooked when they float to the top.
Drain and serve with shredded ginger and vinegar, or a little
soy sauce.

This activity can also incorporate TPR, where the students
learn verbs like wrap, fold, boil, pick up etc., performing
the actions as they say the verbs.

The students can practice eating the jiaozi with chopsticks,
and as they get better, you can even hold a competition to
see who can pick up the most peanuts in a given amount of
time. The winner gets a nice pair of laquered chopsticks as a
present.

You can also introduce tea drinking to the students. This can
be as simple as making some Chinese tea for the class to
drink, or you can plan a tea ceremony for the students. Tea
is drunk in great quantities by the Chinese, and no sugar or
milk is added!

If time permits, share with the students other customs
related to the Lunar New Year. For example, how the Chinese
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avoid sweeping the floor during the New Year period as they
are afraid it will sweep away good fortune; how it is
considered bad luck if you break things during the New Year.
Explain why certain foods are eaten during this period, for
example, nian gao because it symbolizes nian nian gao (to
grow taller and rise higher [in status] each year)

9.7 Teach students simple Lunar New Year songs that they can
perform and enjoy. You can distribute hong baos filled with
chocolate coins to the class and explain that only the adult
married couples usually give out hong boos during the New
Year..

9.8 Other activities you can incorporate into this unit :

making fire crackers and lanterns out of the red envelopes,
making decorations from tissue paper (Io hua)

Outcome: Students will recognize customs, foods and items
associated with the celebration of the Lunar New Year, and
participate in some aspects of the celebration by making a
festival food.
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RAISIN NrikN GAO

Ingredients: 1 lb. of glutinous rice flour (available at any oriental store)

1 cup of light brown sugar

1/2 to 1 cup of raisins

2 cups of water

one 8" x 8" microwavable baking pan

1 teaspoon of vegetable oil or margarine

Directions:

1. Melt the sugar with 1 cup of water.

2. Pour the rice flour into a big bowl and add in the sugar-water.

3. Blend the mixture. While you are blending it, add the other cup of water

slowly. Blend it very well.

4. Add raisins in and stir.

5. Pour the mixture into the greased baking pan.

6. Microwave it on High (700W) using a rotating plate for 15 minutes.

7. Take it out and let cool.
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LA HUA

1. Give each student one piece of tissue paper (various colors) and

a pair of scissors.

2. Fold in half (lengthwise).

3. With center facing you fold in half again. (Fold away from you.)

4. Fold in half again.

5. Have students make a series of cuts a quarter of an inch (1/4")

apart all the way down one side (side A). The cut should go almost

to the edge but

not through it.

A
g I I

I I I I I I
I I

I I 601

6. Turn the paper around and make cuts along the other side (side B)

in between each of the cuts of side A. Again the cuts should go

almost to the edge.

7. Unfold the tissue paper and gently pull.

8. Hang around the room.

Extension:

lantern

- pineapple

III: ilsiiI:1;11:s:s:....1:0,111 I I II es 11 i 1
I II * I I
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9.7 Some Lunar New Year songs to learn

song: "GONG & (HAPPY NEW YEAR)
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song: HAPPY BIRTHDAY
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song: MR. RANG HAD A LAND.

tune: OLD McDONALD HAD A FARM

VVAi f au Xian shini Yta KuZ
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UNIT 10 MY FAMILY

Objectives : Students learn the various terms of address for
family members and also the importance of the family as a
social unit in Chinese society. Students will also learn that
such kinship ties have become less rigid as more and more
Chinese set up nuclear families, but the concept of filial
piety is still the basis for all family interaction. Students
are made aware of a different value system (Confucian), where

the interests of the State, followed by that of the family,
are of more importance than that of the individual. Students
will be able to compare and contrast this value system with
that of America, which places great importance on individual
freedom.

Materials: family photographs

10.1 Tell Us About Your Family

Invite students to bring family pictures to the class, or
pictures of a TV or cartoon family.

Get them to tell the class about each other's family.

10.2 Teach the vocabulary. (Use flashcards if possible)

ba ba (father)

Ma ma (mother)

nal nai (grandmother)

7
ye ye (grandfather)
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jief jie (older sister)

tf,
414:

mei mei (younger sister)

ii-

ge ge (older brother)

di di (younger brother)

Phrases:

4 4- I'd )1 IN

ni jia yOu ji ge (kou) ren?
How many of you are there in your family?

v vf
Wo jia you ge (kou) ren

dID yOU kNOW?

The influence of Confucianism on Chinese culture is nowhere
as apparent as in its value system. In traditional Chinese
society, the family always comes before the individual. The
family in Chinese terms does not just include the immediate
family - uncles, aunts, cousins and grandparents are all
considered one family. Everybody lives under the same roof,
and the patriarch or matriarch rules over the household.
Nowadays it is more unusual to see the entire clan living in
the same house, but family ties remain very important. The
concept of filial piety holds the clan together.

Traditionally, parents expect to live with their children
even after the children are married and have their own
families. Again this is becoming less and less the case, as
children move to other cities or countries, and houses become
smaller, and the younger Chinese prefer more independence.
Discuss the various possible reasons for nuclear family.



units, as opposed to the traditional three or four generation
ones. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of either.

Get the students to imagine what possible problems there
might be living in a large family, and what possible
advantages. You might want to point out that in a lot of
Chinese families, grandparents take care of the children when
the parents work, and dinner is prepared when the working
adults come home from work, and the children from school. On
the other hand, sometimes there is little privacy or
breathing space with so many people living under the same
roof. Ask the children how it would feel like to share their
rooms not only with siblings, but with grandparents sometimes
as well.

In Western cultures, is filial piety very important? A
Chinese person's moral character is often judged by how
"filial" he or she is to his or her parents. Is there an
equivalent emphasis in Western cultures? Discuss what the
expectations are of American children when they grow up.
Chinese children are brought up knowing that they will have
to support their parents financially when they start working,
regardless of whether or not they live with their parents.
They would send money to their parents regularly. Parents
also have responsibilities, supporting the children through
school and college financially. How is this different in
America?

10.3 Ancestor Worship

The Chinese also place great importance in honoring their
ancestors. Many Chinese families have ancestral altars set
up at home, where they offer incense and flowers and food to
their dead kin. To neglect or forget their ancestors is to be
unfilial. (It may be interesting to note that after 1949, the
Chinese on the Mainland were strongly discouraged from such
"superstitious worship" , and transfer loyalty to the
Communist party instead. The Cultural Revolution served to
effectively eradicate all religious and ancestral worship; it
is only in recent years that people are openly engaging in
such activities once again. In Hong Kong, Taiwan and
Singapore however, the Chinese have followed the tradition of
honoring their ancesters to the present day. )
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One of the most important festivals to commemorate the dead
is the Qing Ming Festival. Qing Ming Festival, or tomb
sweeping day, is an ancient festival which usually takes
place around the second week of April. On this day, families
visit cemeteries and clear up the tombs and gravesites of
their dead kin. Fresh flowers, food, tea and wine are offered
before the graves and incense and paper money are burnt. The
practice of tomb sweeping began in the Tang dynasty in AD 618
and is practiced even today.

Nowadays it is more unusual to find ancestral altars in the
homes of the younger Chinese. Most however, still pay their
respects to their dead relations during Qing Ming Festival.
Some Chinese have given up ancestral worship because of their
conversion to Christianity.

You may like to mention that Memorial Day in America is also
a time for Americans to remember their loved ones who are no
longer with them.

10.4 Chinese Halloween?

Another festival that the Chinese celebrate to commemorate
the dead is the Festival of Hungry Ghosts, or ZhOng Yuan Zi67.
This Festival takes place during the seventh lunar month,
usually in late July or August . It is believed that on the
fifteenth day of the seventh lunar month, the gates of Hell
open and the ghosts return to the living world to feast for a
month. People burn incense, paper money and offer food to
appease the roaming spirits. Stages are built along streets
and Chinese opera and sometimes pop music is performed to
entertain the spirits. Unlike the Qing Ming Festival which
honors one's family dead, the Festival of Hungry Ghosts is
celebrated to appease the hungry roaming ghosts of strangers
and those uncared for dead. The Chinese consider the seventh
lunar month to be exceedingly inauspicious, so much so that
no festivities such as weddings take place in that particular
month, and people avoid going swimming lest they be pulled
under the water by spirits who had themselves died tragic
deaths by drowning. This is a Chinese version of Halloween
in its ritual celebration of ghosts and spirits.
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10.5 Family Tree

Encourage your students to draw their own family tree,
writing down each family member's relationship to the student
in Chinese.

10.6

Students pair up and find out about each other's family. They
then report to the class their findings. Alternatively,
arrange a scavenger hunt. Students are given a list of
`family members' to locate: for example, find someone in
class who has an older sister; find someone in class who has
an aunt who is his/her mother's older sister These
activities will get the students to focus on the vocabulary
learned and use their newly acquired knowledge in a practical
and communicative manner. (In order to arrange the scavenger
hunt, you have to know beforehand the family members in the
students' families.)

You can also teach

Ni yiSu

(Do you have
VT. rri a 1-

Ni ydu j i ge xi'ang

(How many brothers

students how to ask questions like :

er.9

ma?
2)

42 -*

di ji4 mei?

and sisters, do you have?)

4.f -- /1 4d1 iqi l 1* -4

Wo yOu yi ge jie jie, Jiang ge mei mei. (Note: make sure you
expalain when to use li6ng instead of er)

You can teach the song BiLti6. Bo (Pulling the carrot) to the
students, and even make a paper-cut of a carrot to add to
their scrapbook. Charades also reinforce this vocabulary.

Outcome: Students learn the Chinese terms for their family
members, as well as about the importance of family ties in
Chinese culture. They will be able to give information about
their family in Mandarin.
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song: BRIDGE TO GRANDMA'S
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song: HI HO, PULL THE CARROT
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UNIT 11 MY FRIENDS AND I

Objectives : Students learn to provide information about
their friends and about themselves on their likes and
dislikes.

Materials : Pictures of various leisure activities,
photographs of Chinese children playing games.

Vocabulary :
watching TV,
for picnics,

badminton...

reading, playing, puzzles, computer games,
listening to the radio, hiking, camping, going
fishing, tennis, football, baseball,

Phrases learned:

I like verb+ing ,

I often

I like the most.

-g:
I do not like verb+ing.4T4 5Z7

4ILT -- I seldom

11.1 What Do You Like Doing In Your Sparetime?

Invite the students to tell you what they do in their
sparetime

This exercise serves to focus the students' attention on
their own extra-curricular activities.

11.2 How to ask about someone's interest in Mandarin.

Teach the vocabulary required for this exercise. You can mime
the action, draw on pieces of paper, or use pictures. Once
the students are familiar with the vocabulary, you can teach
them the phrases which will enable them to elicit responses
from each other. Think of as many activities as you can do to
get them to repeat the sentence structure. Repetition is
important to beginners so that they will get the feel and
flow of the target language.
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Q: -/T)

Ni xi bu xi huan
(Do you like

A:

(Wo) Xi huan
(Yes, I do)

Useful vocabulary:

or (Wo) bu xi huan
(No, I don't)

Kan stir, Wan dian nao you xi

(reading) (playing computer games)

-z
zu qiu diao yu

(soccer) (fishing)

Extension activity: You can review, family
asking the students if their family enjoy
eg. Ni gE ge xi I'D' xi'huTin 7

127 a g9 9 -5 /0 '6 _ _ 7

11.3 Charting Your Likes and Dislikes

Kan dian shi
(watching T.V.)

V
you yong
(swimming)

:%4-
,
/AaZ.

relationships by
certain activities,

Have the students brainstorm, and decide on a list of about
ten hobbies, sports and other extracurricular activities that
they enjoy participating in. Make enough copies of the list
for each student. Pair the students. Student A is to ask
student B whether he or she enjoys a certain activity and
vice versa.
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Ask the students about their findings. The students are to
provide only their partner's information. You can collate the
answers from the class, and get them to work out a graph or
chart to show how many students enjoy each activity.

11.4 Some Games That Chinese Children Play

Introduce traditional games like checkers, Chinese chess,
jump rope, throwing sandbags, shuttlecock and table tennis to
the students. Plan activities like the making of
shuttlecocks, jump-ropes and sandbags, so that the students
can have the added satisfaction of creating their own
`games'. There are books on traditional Chinese games that
will teach you how to play several of the games mentioned
above. See instructions on how to make and play these games.

11.5 Paper Cutting (ji6 zhi)

Chinese paper cutting has been practiced for at least 15
centuries.Traditional Chinese paper cutting is a folk art
passed down from generation to generation. Paper cuttings
served many purposes: as decorations for windows (called
window flowers, chuang hua), and for interior and exterior
decorations. Paper cuttings were also used as patterns for
embroidery, porcelain decoration and for the dying of
materials.

Chinese paper cuttings are often based on patterns centuries
old, and cut with scissors or a paper knife, Some of the more
popular symbols are fish, flowers, lanterns, dragons, birds
and images drawn from famous folk tales. One of the many
popular patterns in paper cutting is that of a carp,
symbolizing good fortune. Paper cut-outs of carp are very
popular during the Lunar New Year.

In the old days part of a young girl's training included
paper cutting and a girl had better prospects of marriage if
she was skillful at creating beautiful paper cuttings. This
is now no longer the case, and paper cutting has become a
popular folk art that many Chinese enjoy.



Introduce students to Chinese knot tying. Teach them to make
simple things like a belt or necklace or a wall hanging.

11.8 Chinese Calligraphy, Painting and Music

You can also devote time to introducing the students to other
traditional arts such as calligraphy, brush painting and
Chinese music. The emphasis is on hands-on experience for the.
students. Get them to practice their Chinese characters using
brush and ink; let them learn how to paint bamboo for a
start; let them touch some Chinese musical instruments and
perhaps learn how to play on them; let them listen to Chinese
folk music and classical music.

The most important thing here is to make the hands-on
experience interesting for the students and to stimulate
their curiosity.

If you do not have the expertise to instruct the students in
these subjects, by all means find someone in the community
who can. Make it a learning experience for the students by
encouraging them to ask questions. (Instructions for making
scrolls is included in the appendix) The video, "Ma Is The
Chinese Word for Horse" could be shown.

Outcomes: Students can provide information about their
friends and about themselves on their likes and dislikes.
They will know that paper is invented by the Chinese, and
participate in some activities that many Chinese enjoy.



CONCENTRATION

- - Copy blackline pictures of activites onto dark colored xerox paper

Give each student a set.

Students pair up and put all the cards face down.

Students take turns flipping 2 cards saying each name after they've

flipped the cards.

If 2 cards match and student says the word correctly s/he takes the pair.

BINGO

-- Use blackline activity pictures to make bingo sheets for activities.

BALL TOSS

-- see unit



CARD GAME

-Divide students into groups of 5 or 6 sitting in a circle.

- Assign each student a word from the vocabulary list. (ex. tennis)

Give each group a deck of cards.

Pass all the cards out.

- - Cards should be face down in a pile in front of the player.

Players take turns flipping a card in front of their pile.

- -If a player flips a card that matches a card someone else has flipped,

s/he must say her/his own vocabulary word (ex. soccer) BEFORE s/he

says the other player's vocabulary word (ex. tennis).
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CHINESE "JACKS"

1. How to make the "jacks":

a. 5 pieces of 2" by 4" cloth

b. fold each piece in half

c. sew 2 sides to make it like a bag

d. fill the bag with rice or beans

e. sew the last side

a.

b.

2. How to play:

Take all 5 bags in one hand. Throw them on a flat surface

so that all the bags are spread out. (see illustration)

Step 1. Pick one bag up. Toss this up in the air and pick

each of the remaining bags up in turn as you catch

the first bag as it comes down each time. Repeat this

till all the bags are picked up. (see illustration)

Step 2. Repeat the first step but this time pick up 2 bags at a

time.

Step 3. Repeat the first step but this time pick up 3 bags at a

time.

Step 4. Repeat the first step but this time pick up the remaining

4 bags at a time.
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FLYING A KITE

1. Prepare 2 one-eighth inch bamboo sticks.

2. Make a cross and bind them together with a string.

3. Cut out a sheet of tissue-thin paper the shape of a

diamond large enough to fit the frame.

4. Glue the diamond to the cross.

5. Attach a string about 1 1/2 times the width of the cross.

6. Attach a tail to the kite for added stability.

7. Tie a ball of string to the kite.
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SHUTTLE COCK

1. HOW TO MAKE A SHUTTLE COCK:

Materials: 2 quarters, 1 napkin, 1 rubberband

Put 2 quarters in the center of the napkin and wrap. Then

use the rubberband to bind it up just above the quarters.

(see illustration)

2. HOW TO PLAY:

Throw the shuttle cock in the air. Use the side of the right foot to

kick it up in the air as many times as possible. The idea is to keep

it in the air.



PLAY A BOWLING GAME

materials: 6 empty cans of coke, 6 pieces of paper, 1 ball, some scotch tape

Instructions:

1. Write the Chinese characters or the pin-yin for six words,

one word on each of the six pieces of paper.

2. Tape one piece of paper onto each coke can.

3. Arrange the cans like bowling pins.

(see illustration) 00000
0

4. Divide students into two (2) teams.

5. Students take turns throwing the ball to knock down the pins.

6. Students use the words affixed to the cans they knock down to

make sentences.

7. For each sentence the students make, they receive one point.

1.1 0



Show samples of paper-cutting to the students. Let them feel
the texture and see the variety of patterns. Perhaps some of
the cuttings have special motifs that you might like to
explain to your students.

The dID yOU kNOW? section introduces the invention of paper
to the students. It may come as a surprise to students that
paper was invented by the Chinese. Encourage them to read

about other Chinese inventions. Samples and patterns for
paper cutting are in the appendix.

11.6

Students learn to make paper cuttings.

Materials required : Colored paper, preferably red. Scissors.
A stencil for the character chun (Spring).

`The art of paper making was invented by the Chinese. What
are the other things that the Chinese invented?'

(This can be done as a project, or you can set the exercise
for each group of students to read up and report on an
invention or discovery. Projects can be on the discovery of
silk, the invention of gun powder, the compass or block
printing for example.)

11.7 Chinese Knots

The art of knot tying probably began very early on , when
clothes were held together with belts and sashes. Accessories
such as pieces of jade, pipes, purses, even brushes, were
kept on a person's body by attaching them on colored threads
which were knotted to form intricate patterns. Chinese knot
tying remains very popular, and like macrame, can be used to
make anything from belts, necklaces to wall hangings.
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SCROLLS

1. Have each student choose an idiom. (Chinese Idioms by Tan Huay Peng)

2. Memorize the meaning and the pronunciation.

3. Practice writing the characters.

4. Practice writing the characters with a calligraphy brush.

5. Give each student:

-- two 12 inch dowels

-- one strip of wallpaper 12 inches in width (length of paper

determined by length of idiom)

-- butcher paper 8 inches in width

one piece of string 16 inches in length

6. Have students paint the idiom on the butcher paper. [You can fold

the paper into the desired number of boxes (one box per character)

or use a ruler and pencil.]

7. Let dry.

8. Make 2 holes at the top of the wallpaper for the string.

(approximately one inch from the top)

9. Tie string around the dowel at 4 inches and

8 inches. Insert string through the holes and

tie the two ends together.

10. Use glue to paste wallpaper around the dowels, one at the

top, one at the bottom.

11. Use glue to paste calligraphy onto the wallpaper.
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T-SHIRT PAINTING

1. Each student should choose a Chinese idiom.

(Chinese Idioms by Tan Huay Peng)

2. Memorize the meaning and how to pronounce it.

3. Practice writing the characters. (They must be centered

properly in the box.)

4. Have students bring in a t-shirt (any color, any condition).

5. Use masking tape to make one box for each character in the

idiom. Have students use a ruler so boxes are all the same

size and centered on the t-shirt.

6. Have student write characters on the t-shirt with chalk.

7. Have students use fabric paint to trace over the characters.

8. Let students decorate the t-shirt.

9. Let t-shirt dry over night.
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Unit 12 WHERE ARE MY BOOKS ?

Part I In the Home

Objectives : students learn the vocabulary for various rooms
of the house, and for items of furniture. Students also learn
prepositions and how to ask for the location or position of
objects and people. In this unit, students are also
introduced to some homes of the Chinese in PRC, in Taiwan,
Singapore and Hong Kong. They will learn that in densely
populated Chinese cities, families often have to share a

small apartment. It is not unusual to have the children
sleeping in the same room as their parents, and that they
have to use communal bathrooms and toilets and often share
running water with other neighbors.

12.1 In the Home

Introduce Chinese terms for living room, kitchen, bathroom
and bedroom to the students, and any other terms necessary
for the students to complete the exercise. You may for
example, have to teach them the words for upstairs and
downstairs. Encourage them to label the different rooms 'of

the house, and get the students to introduce the layout to
the class in the target language.

Phrases such as

\

Zhe sh't wo de ji5

This is my home.

r2. Jj Lb ff
21-1 shi ke ting / wow shi / chu fang etc

This is the living room/bedroom/kitchen etc

12.2



Ask students to imagine or picture what it would be like to
live in a crowded city like Hong Kong, Taipei or Shanghai. Do
they think that most Chinese children live in houses or
apartments? Which type of material are these houses built of?

How many of the students have their own room? Do they think
that Chinese children have their own bedrooms?

What do their kitchens or bathrooms look like?

Introduce photos of the homes of some Chinese children,
from Mainland China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Singapore or
Malaysia, emphasising the differences from area to area,
country to country. Some houses in China are constructed with
the geographical area as well as availability of building
materials in mind, and are of architectural interest.

Activity I : Students can be assigned to read about the
different types of housing in China, from city apartments to
the traditional northern Chinese homes with the kahg (heated
brick beds), to yurts used by the nomadic minority tribes, to
cave dwellings in the arid northwest, where caves are dug out
of rock faces and turned into homes.

This activity can be expanded into a discussion about how
geographical features and raw materials available can
determine the location and types of housing.

Vocabulary: sitting room, bedroom, bathroom, study, kitchen,
garden, on, behind, on top of , above, next to, under

Part II At School

Objectives: Students will be taught the vocabulary for
everyday objects in the school environment. They will learn
the sentence structure "Where is/are " in conjunction
with possessive pronouns. They will explore the differences
and similarities between Chinese and American schools.

12.3 At School
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it as a teaching tool. Let the students work on making a
similar timetable for themselves, using the Chinese
characters they have learned.

If there are Chinese children who have just recently joined
the school, invite them to class to let them talk about
school in their home country.

Outcomes: Students are able to talk about their school and
home environments. They can ask for the whereabouts of people
and objects, as well as supply the appropriate responses to
such questions.
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Vocabulary:

school

dx,

auditorium

classroom

lk 6'

restrooms

ib.]

principal

cafeteria playing field
blackboard

Phrases :

ZO1
X

na'er ? or ne?

where is , where are

Activity: If a camcorder is available, students can introduce
their school in Mandarin on video.

Students will learn that Chinese students study similar
subjects in school: mathematics, geography, history. Most
students also study English as a foreign language. Unlike
American students however, Chinese students are not
encouraged to speak up in class on the whole. They are
expected to pay attention to the teacher and interaction
between the students during lessons is minimal. Students
learn not to be different. Individualism is regarded as
rebelliousness, and not to be encouraged. Class size is
larger than that of American schools: there are usually more
then 40 students to a class.

You may want to teach them the Chinese words for the
different subjects. You can also revise the phrases that
students have learned to express their likes and dislikes by
asking them which subjects they liked for example. Objects
in the classroom can be used as teaching material. The
students will learn vocabulary associated with the objects
they see in class everyday. If possible, try to get hold of
a school timetable from a Chinese elementary school, and use
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The Chinese School System

:-'r
university**

(receive a bachelor's
degree before going

to :raduate school)
A

1

three year college
A r

t-*
.;;)-

college or university**
four years

-7

five year vocational*
school

Junior middle school (12-15 years old)

,J.

elementary school (6- 12 years old) 1

1

kindergarten (3-6 years old)
(3 years)

ts fr
Day care (0-3 years of age)

or nursery school

4-

compulsary
education

* A 5-year vocational school graduate can start as a sophomore at a 4-year college.
** Most male graudates should serve the army for 2 years if they have ROTC duties.
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song: HAND IN HAND
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song: SEARCHING FOR AN OBJECT

tune: TURKEY IN THE STRAW
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Unit 13 COLORS OF THE RAINBOW

Objectives : Students learn the Chinese words for various
colors; which colors are auspicious in Chinese culture, which
aren't, what differenct colors mean to different cultures,
etc. They also learn that colors which are considered good or
auspicious in one culture may be considered the opposite in
another culture.

13.1 How to say it in Mandarin

hcing huang lan lu

/II It

zong
krA

Using a color chart or colored rods, introduce the Chinese
words for the colors above. You may wish to introduce more
vocabulary of your own. Practise orally with the students,
pointing to each color and getting the students to name each
color.

You may want to introduce an element of fun into this
exercise by introducing a few interesting games:

Activity 1

Prepare a questionnaire for each student, getting them to go
round the class to find out the color likes and dislikes of
the classmates. At the end of this game, total up the number
of students who like or dislike a particular color, and make
a wall chart.
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Activity 2

Play Da Feng Chui. This game is a Chinese version of musical
chairs.

eg. fag chuff .

The great wind blows

OC
Chuff she me?

What does it blow?

Chuff

It blows

How to play:

V
chuan

on those
h6ng se yi fu de rgn

who wear red.

Form a circle. Each student sits on a chair, facing inwards,
so everybody can see each other. One student is 'it'. He or
she stands inside the circle.
Once 'it' responds after the line "What does it blow?" ,

students wearing the color mentioned will have to stand up
and quickly find a different seat. One person will be left
without a seat as 'it' would have sat down as well.

In the dID yOU kNOW ? section, different cultural
perceptions of colors are discussed. Ask the students why the
combination of red, white and blue invokes feelings of
patriotism in Americans. The Chinese like bright, bold colors
like red, green, yellow and gold because they symbolize
happiness, growth and wealth.

You may wish to review what the students have learned about
the Chinese and Taiwanese flags in Unit 2.

Outcome: Students are able to pronounce the words for the
different colors in the target language. They will know why
certain colors are considered inauspicious by the Chinese,
and why some are considered auspicious.
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UNIT 14 MY NEW CLOTHES

Objective : Students learn the vocabulary for clothing;
traditional Chinese dress is introduced.

Vocabulary :

shirt blouse trousers jeans skirt

jacket shoes scarf
,

veglos socks

a] 1
Ask students whether they have seen any traditional Chinese
dress before. Allow the students to contribute. They may tell
you about the clothes that thay have seen Asians wearing on
TV, or about pictures or photos that they have seen.

Introduce the students to traditional Chinese dress through
photographs, pictures or even videotapes. The book 5000 years
of Chinese Costumes will be helpful here. Through the
pictures, you can show them how Chinese dress has evolved,
from Tang and Ming dynasty robes to cheongsams, also known as
qipao, a Manchurian style dress introduced during the Qing
dynasty.

On Mainland China, after the communist takeover, Maosuits
became very popular. Women dressed like the men, and kept
their hair short. The gray or dark blue 'uniforms' united
everyone, and gave them an identity as part of the new
China. The breaking away from traditional dress also sym-
bolizes their rejection of traditional, often feudal values.
People were not encouraged to express their individuality,
and this is nowhere as apparent as in the way they dressed.

Show the students pictures to illustrate the point. You may
want to invite the students to give their opinions as to the
merits or otherwise of conformity as well as individualism.
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Over the last ten to fifteen years, this has changed and the
trend has been for more and more Chinese to wear Western
style clothes. Women are also keeping their hair in different
styles. Some young men have even started to sport long hair,
which would have been frowned upon ten years ago. Some older
men and women still wear tradtional clothes however.

Try to show as many pictures as possible of Chinese men and
women going about their daily lives to give the students an
idea of what is worn in China in the past and today.

Teach the vocabulary for the various items of clothing.

Activity 1 : Get the students to describe the clothing that
they are wearing. This is also a good revision exercise for
the previous unit where they learned the terms for different
colors.

Activity 2 : Students can play Da Feng Chui again, or Blind
Man's Bluff.

Activity 3 : Students can learn paper folding, using colored
paper to make different items of clothing.

Activity 4: Get different items of clothing from garage sales
or donations. Pile the clothes up in a box and students take
turns to pick out an item of clothing that they want one of
their classmates to wear. If the student picked cannot say
what the item is in Mandarin, he or she will have to keep
that item on. The class will have fun dressing the boys up in
skirts and the girls up in boy's clothes.

Activity 5 : Try playing pictionary. Divide the class into
two teams. Each teammate is to draw an item of clothing for
the rest of the team to guess.

Outcome: Students will be able to name the items of clothing
in the target language and be able to recognize traditional
Chinese dress.
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UNIT 15 I HAVE A COLD

Objectives: Students learn about major body parts and the
vocabulary for common ailments.

Materials: Toy stethoscope, doctor's gown, other paraphenalia
for role play.

Teach the students to say

Wo bu shu fill WS
"I don't feel well, I have a PP

Useful vocabulary:

jk

tou teng
headache

q
ya teng
toothache

A AZ
gan mao (le) fa shoo
cold fever

AL 4 A
du zi teng
stomachache

You may wish to teach the vocabulary through miming you can
show them picture cards which depict the illnesses.

Students should practice the new phrases and vocabulary until
they are confident. You can then set up role play situations
for the students to participate. You might like to introduce
the phrase z'n me le? (What's wrong?) so that
the students can ask each other what their problems are.
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If time permits, tell the students a little bit about
traditional Chinese medicine, involving herbal remedies and
acupuncture. This could generate a discussion on the efficacy
of such practices, and students can be encouraged to compare
this to Western medicine.

Activity 1 : Students can play Simon says, pointing to the
various body parts.

Outcome: Students should be able to say why they are not
feeling well in the target language.
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FESTIVALS

The fifteenth day of the New Year is the Lantern Festival,
which also marks the end of the New Year celebrations.
Lanterns of all shapes and sizes are lined up along road and
on processions. Prizes are awarded for the best lanterns.
Riddles written on strips of peper are attached to lanterns
and solving these lantern riddles has become part of the
celebrations. Yuan Xiao, small round glutinous rice dumplings
filled with a sweet filling of either peanuts or bean paste
symbolise the full moon of the fifteenth day and family
reunion. Nowadays we go to the town centre to look_at the
lantern procession, and my mother make Tang Yuan for us to
eat.

The Dragon Boat Festival is celebrated on the fifth day of
the fifth month of the Lunar calendar. This festival
commerates the death of a patriotic poet and statesman, Qu
Yuan. He drowned himself in the river Milo in 299 B.C., to
protest the lack of government reforms. When he threw himself
into the river, the common people rowed boats out on the
river to try to recover his body. Fearing that the fish might
devour his body they threw rice wrapped in bamboo leaves into
the water. From this came the tradition of dragon boat races
and eating Zongzi

ART AND TRADITIONAL CRAFTS

Traditional Opera is very unlike western style opera. The
music is live and may sound very jangling to western ears.
Cymbals, gongs, drums, and other Chinese instruments are
used. The training for Chinese opera takes several years, and
the apprentices often start very young. In the old days young
boys of five or six were sold to opera troupes if parents
were poor and could not afford to feed them. Stage props are
minimal, often just a stool or a table on stage which can be
transformed into doors, a house, etc. by the use of imagina-
tion. Horses are represented by the whips that actors
carried.
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The costumes are elaborate and colourful, made of silk and
satin. Masks or face paint are often used. The colour of the
paint symbolizes different traits: red for loyalty, black for
integrity, white for power or treachery. There are 18 types
of beards and each has a meaning. A purple beard for example,
means a famous general. Only young scholars or lovers are
beardless. The pantomimes and acrobatics are very stylized.

The plots are drawn from popular novels, historical events,
folklore and mythology.
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LANTERN

materials: any construction paper, 1 piece of cardboard, 1 candle,

scissors, and glue

1. Fold the paper in half length-wise.

(illustration A)

2. Cut it as shown. (illustration B)

3. Open and glue sides x and y together.

(illustration C)

A

B.

1111 1.1110 =Mall 010111 .11111. MINION

4. Cut the cardboard into a circle the size of the lantern.

5. Glue the bottom of the lantern onto the cardboard.

6. Burn the candle and drip some wax on the center of the

cardboard. Then secure the candle on top of the liquid wax.
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Moon Cake Story

During the 14th century, China was under the harsh rule

of the Mongols. A great number of Chinese secretly met and

decided to revolt against the Mongols. The day of the revolt

was set for the 15th day of the eighth month. Secret messages

about the time and place of the revolt had to be sent to the

Chinese people in the cities and villages. The Chinese -were

unable to come up with a plan to deliver the messages without

the Mongols knowing about it until a clever man, Lau Pak Wan,

came up with an idea. He suggested that the secret messages

be embedded in moon cakes which are made for the celebration

of the Mid-Autumn Festival. The cakes were made and secret

messages were inserted, and these were given by the Chinese

to all their friends and relatives.

When the Chinese cut the moon cakes to eat, they found

the secret message about the revolt. On the 15th day of the

eighth month the Chinese revolted against the Mongols and

drove them outof China. From that time on, moon cakes have

been very popular with the Chinese during the Mid-Autumn Fes-

tival. This is even true in the United States today.
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Preface

As we have written this book for you we have enjoyed thinking
about China and all of the countries, areas of other countries and cities
where people who speak the Chinese language live. We think there are
probably some people in your community and school who speak Chinese.
You may want to learn how to talk with them in their language. Learning
a language can be fun and interesting if you let your Chinese speaking
classmates and friends tell you how to say something or how to write it.

Often we see pictures of events in China, Taiwan, Singapore, China-
town in New York City, and other places. At New Year we hear about some
of the celebrations that are held around the world. We also hear about
schools and what students learn in these places. Learning about the
culture of another area or group of people can be very interesting. We
have included many stories, songs, descriptions and activities to help you
learn about the culture of Chinese speaking people in many places in the
world. As you learn about the culture you will learn how to speak, read,
and write the language that is used for those special events and customs.

Enjoy learning the language and about the culture!
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UNIT 1 CHINA THE LAND AND ITS PEOPLE

1.1 When I think of China and things Chinese, I think
of

Sit back and think about anything that reminds you of China,
or of anything Chinese. What is it that makes you associate
the objects with China?

Make a list. Now compare your answers with those of your
classmates. Your teacher will discuss your list with you.

1.2 Imagine that you are on a trip to China. What do
-you think you will see on your trip? What sort of food
will you try?

Close your eyes and listen to the music that your teacher
will play for you. Imagine that you are on a plane to China.
Think of all the things that you will see and do there. Think
about the kinds of food that you will have.

1.3 Scavenger Hunt

When you get home this evening, look around your home for
things that are made in China. You may find pots, bowls,
clothes, even electrical appliances that came from China.
Make a list of the items you find, and if these objects
aren't too big (like a T.V. !), bring them to class . You may
be surprised to find out how many things you have at home
that are produced in China! ( Do ask your parents for
permission first of course, and perhaps get them to help in
this assignment)

dID yOU kNOW ?

The characters for China, (zhiing gu6), means
the " middle kingdom" . Thi is (liause a very long time ago,
the Chinese regarded China as the center of the world hence
the "middle kingdom". There were many vassal states which
were ruled by the emperor. All foreign envoys who came to
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China were expected to pay tribute to the Chinese emperor,
who regarded them as his subjects.

Look up vassal in the dictionary. What does it mean?

This is how the characters for China (zh5ng gu63, are
written. Try writing the words following the sequence of the
strokes.

-53 r"--7 r=7
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UNIT 2 WHERE THE CHINESE LIVE

2.1 Where do you think English is being spoken in the
world? How many people do you think speak English?

List the countries where English is spoken. Locate them on
the map.

1.

2

3.

4.

5.

.2.2 What about the Chinese language? Where do you
think it is being spoken?

Point out these countries on the map. You will see that
Chinese is spoken not only in China. Write down the other
Chinese speaking countries on your worksheet.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Now try to locate these countries on your map.
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dID yOU kNOW?

There are more Chinese speakers in the world than
speakers of any other language.

There are one billion speakers of Chinese in the world, com-
pared to less than half a billion speakers of English, the
next widely spoken language.

There are seven major dialect groupings in the Chinese
language. There are several variations in each dialect
grouping, so that means_ there are literally tens, if not
hundreds, of Chinese dialects being spoken today. In China,
the people in the different regions speak different Chinese
dialects, so much so that someone from the south will have
problems understanding someone speaking a dialect from the
north. This was why China had to have a standard spoken
language so that people in the country could understand each
other! Mandarin, a northern Chinese dialect from the capital,
Beijing, is used as the standard, and you will learn to speak
it.

In Hong Kong, Cantonese is the standard Chinese dialect used.
This is because Hong Kong borders Guangdong, a province (like
a state) in southern China, where Cantonese is spoken. People
living in Taiwan speak Mandarin as well as another southern
dialect from the Fujian province in China. A lot of the
Chinese communities in Asia, such as in Singapore and
Malaysia, speak a variety of southern Chinese dialects, as
most of the migrations overseas were from the south of China.

Find these areas on the map.

2.3 Things to Do

Which part of China did the earliest Chinese immigrants to
the United States come from?

You can get the information from the school or local library.
Why did these first Chinese immigrants come to the United
States? What contributions did they make?
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UNIT 3 HELLO, MY NAME IS

3.1 What do you think a Chinese classroom is like?

What would the seating arrangement be? How do the students
regard their teachers?

What do you think a classroom looks like in China, Taiwan or
Hong Kong? Do the students have to wear school uniforms?

dID yOU kNOW ?

In some rural areas of China, where the nearest big town is
many miles away, a school is often set up in one larger
village and all the children from that village, as well as
children from surrounding villages, attend the school. There
is often only one teacher to teach all the children, and the
different grades are taught in the same classroom. The school
is often so small that it has only one classroom. The child-
ren who do not live in the village where the school is locat-
ed often have to walk a few miles to get to school every day,
or be dropped off by their parents on the way to work, on
their tractors or bicycles.

3.2 What Is In a Name ?.

Do you know anybody who has a Chinese name? Look at a page
in the phone directory. Can you spot any Chinese names?

dID yOU kNOW?

For the Chinese, the family name comes first, followed by the
first name. For example, if Susan Jones was Chinese, then she
would be known as Jones Susan instead. Most Chinese have a

two character first name, and a single character family name.
In America, these Chinese names are not written in Chinese
for everyday use, but romanized.

Find out what your name means from a dictionary. For example,
Christopher means 'bearer of Christ", Sophia means "wisdom".
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Chinese names, similarly, also have different meanings. Ask
your teacher to give you some examples.

3.3 Ni Hgo. W5 De Ming Zi Shi Hello. My name
is

Practice greeting your classmates, and introducing yourself.

This is what you have just learned.

Alr 44- 4
ni haS. Wo de mIng

Hello. My name is

3.4 Learning to write

4170:41 ig?

;t

Now practice writing the characters for the phrases that you
have just learned. Remember, the sequence of the strokes have
to be followed. Have fun!

3.5 Writing in Chinese

Every Chinese character has a meaning, and a sentence is
formed by stringing these characters together. Some Chinese
characters evolve from pictographs, pictures which represent
the meaning of the word. For example:

sun

ri

moon

yue
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hand

sh&

field

tian

11

Gq*

Some Chinese characters are ideographs, c haracters which
represent the idea of something. For example:

one

Yr

two

er

three

san

above or up

shang

below or down

)(la
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song: 'HEN WE ALL GET TOGETHER

tune: THE MORE WE GET TOGETHER
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UNIT 4 GREETINGS

4.1 Good Morning.

Zo an

4.2 Good Afternoon

41-
Wu an

4.3 What is your name?

/1/r v1-1 /It

NI jiao shen me ming zi ?

*41! 'lig
L1

'WA.% ?

'1)?;, Mrn

dID yOU kNOW ?

Some Chinese greet each other by asking t4A(3b1? chi fan
le ma? (Have you eaten?), or .1741k?shbng n6r qb? (Where are
you going?). People do not. feel that their privacy is being
invaded, and would normally answer, yes, I have eaten, or I'm
going to school or some other answer.

In Chinese society, everyone older than you are is addressed
with respect. When greeting a person your parents' age, you
would address them as Uncle Chen, or Auntie Li, even if they
are not related to you. Similarly, elderly people are
addressed as grandma or grandpa, and even children older than
you are will be addressed as elder brother or sister.
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verse : WELCOMING GUESTS

ren

,J4P, 1#A4 rA 4T.
yi et Ca y c0. #4," rn la, le Firlzua cta

c..-4tYT NK-4.
x zco dift be, X i yi xi wo ?raj ke fiefl he bey cha



UNIT 5 MY FRIEND

5.1 This is my friend

Zhe shi wo de peng yOU This is my friend

4-1(. it) /IR k
5.2 His name is

Ta de ming zi shi His name is

iag

Ta de ming zi shi Her name is

IY3 7t2

5.3 Tell us about your friends

Use a scrap book or a piece of art paper. Draw yourself and
your two friends, or you can use photos instead. Write short
captions introducing yourselves, using the Chinese characters
that you have just learned.

Now tell the class about your friends in Mandarin.

dID yOU kNOW?

There is a famous Chinese saying , 2ia I< it )(:

muzbi
jia kbo fu mu, chij wai kao Ong you (At home,

depend on your parents, outside the home, you depend on
your friends). Friendship is very important to the Chinese.

1.86
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song: WHERE ARE MY FRIENDS?
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UNIT 6 THE LAND THEY CALL CHINA

6.1 Rivers in the U.S.

Very quickly, write down the names of as many rivers in the
U.S. as you can remember.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Compare your answers with those of your classmates. Are the
rivers you mentioned the major rivers in the U.S.?

6.2 Rivers in China

Now look at the map of China. Look for the major rivers in
China. Write down their names.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.3 Other geographical features

Now look at the map again. See if you can find deserts,
mountain ranges and plateaus. See where these features are in
relation to the rivers.

6.4 Cities in China.

Name some of the cities in China.

1

2

3.

4.

5

Where are these cities in relation to the major rivers ?.
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Now draw in the major rivers and the cities on the map.

6.5 China's Neighbors

How many countries share their border with China? Name these
countries.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

13.

dID yOU kNOW?

China is the second largest country in the world, after
Canada. Hills and plateaus cover two-thirds of the country.
Only 11% of the land is suited for the growing of crops. Like
the U.S. it has a varied climate, warm and humid in the south
and cold and dry in the north.

The population of China is also diverse. There are a billion
people living in China, from 56 different ethnic groups! The
Han nationality make up 89.5% of the population. The minority
nationalities have different customs, styles of clothing, and
even spoken and written languages. That is what makes China
so interesting!

80% of the population live in the rural areas. A lot of the
farm work is still done manually, unlike in the U.S. where
farming is almost totally mechanized.
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6.6 Activity: Research and List Your Findings Here

1. Find out what crops are grown in China.

2. What minerals are mined in China?

3. What other industries does China have?



UNIT 7 A DAY IN THE LIFE OF

7.1 What do you do in your spare time?

Imagine that a visitor from a foreign country drops in at
your class. He or she would like to know what typical things
American students your age do when they are not in school.

Make a list of the top five things that you do when you are
not in school. Compare your list with that of your
classmates. What do you find?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

7.2 Chinese children living in China and other
countries

As you have learned in the previous lessons, there are many
Chinese who live outside China, in Hong Kong, Taiwan, Macau,
Singapore, Malaysia and many other countries. In fact it is
very rare to find any place on this earth where there isn't a
Chinese community! Just think of how many American Chinese
friends you know from school....there are Chinese communities
even in Africa and India.

Your teacher will introduce a few children from a few Chinese
speaking countries in their environment. What do you think
are the differences in their daily lives with your daily
life? Why do you think their lives are different?

7.3 Find out about the Chinese living in your
community

Interview a Chinese person in your community. You can
interview an adult or someone your age. Find out their daily
routines which may differ from your own. For example a lot of
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Chinese American children attend weekend Chinese schools to
learn how to speak and write Chinese.

7.4 How to form the characters for Taiwan, Hong Kong
and Singapore.

Now that you have found out a little about the lives of the
Chinese children in the various communities, how about
learning how to read and write the Chinese characters for
some of these countries?

7.5 A trip to Chinatown

Your teacher will arrange a worksheet for you to complete
during your trip to Chinatown.

There are Chinatowns in some cities in the U.S.. Name some of
these cities.
1.

2.

3.

4.
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song: GOING ON A FIELD TRIP.

a6ItIAt 74i ea/It e644. w6 men Xiiio Arm la- AsiD 5h6ik

you you
VeM

zliffagu zr;t1 -EcIA5 jiao ybt4

verse: TAKING A TRAIN RIDE.

- llchuoche

/NKR,
Xaro bain deg b41 yi p4-1 mai.° pub yoN men Eca 51):,13 la

;11 X*Rf14)M, RititiAttE*N1.
E14. -Eatb ha-0 Pao de kites l wo 4%3 sr j7 ba cire kat
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UNIT 8 NUMBERS

8.1 Counting in

12 3 4
yi er san si

8.2 Writing one

Chinese

5 10 7
.

wu iu qt ba

_fa- A -t.
to ten

8.3 Some songs to learn

WVTA
lianj aiii Icy INZ4/.

jiu

song: NO TIGERS.

tune: ARE YOU SLEEPING?

W))t,
I al ht Irk1.5 -2h7

NALJN, MC,
pe. de. Ica/ el, de kt#Z,

shi

VAbE VAVZE
>1 -2hr trgi y6t1 Ain 331)1 y? mei yeuier hog

A.4F11-.
-hen
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song: COUNTING MY FRIENDS

tune: TEN LITILE INDIANS
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verse: COUNTING ONE TO FIVE
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UNIT 9 THE LUNAR NEW YEAR

9.1 Holiday celebrations

What is the most important holiday you celebrate during the
year? Which is your favorite?
Why is it your favorite?

9.2 The Lunar New Year

For the Chinese, the most important festival in the year that
they celebrIte...0 the Lunar New Year, also called the Spring

Festival,
47\' 11

(chrin jie).

The lunar calender is a calender calculated according to the
cycle of the moon (luna means "moon" in Latin.) The calender

that we use is called the Gregorian calender. The lunar
calender dates are different from those of the Gregorian
calender, as you will see. So the Lunar New Year, the first
day of the first lunar month, does not correspond to the New
Year that we celebrate in the U.S.

Look at a calender with both the Gregorian and lunar dates.
Find out when the Lunar New Year falls on that particular

year.

9.3 When is your birthday?

4* fsik )t_ el A 4i ?

Ni de shing re shi zai na y tian?

Find out on which day your birthday falls in the lunar
calender this year.
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9.4 The Story of Nian

Do you know how the Lunar New Year came to be celebrated?
There is an interesting story about its origin.

dID yOU kNOW?

The Chinese invented gunpowder very early on. In the tenth
century China began to use gunpowder in their battles.
Gunpowder was tied to arrowheads and shot. But one of the
earliest uses for gunpowder was in the making of
firecrackers! Bamboo segments were filled with gunpowder, and
the bamboo tubes ignited. The bamboo would explode and split,
making a loud noise. Firecrackers were used in festivities
and celebrations, to drive away bad luck, and in the case of
the Lunar New Year, to scare away the beast Nian.

9.5 How One Chinese Boy celebrates the New Year

Hello ! My name is YCing OiSng (meaning forever strong) and I
am ten years old. I am really excited to hear that there are
students my age in America who are interested in learning
about Chinese traditions and the Festivals that we celebrate.

My favorite festival is the Lunar New Year, also known as the
Spring Festival. It is celebrated in late January or
February, according to the lunar calender. It's kind of
complicated, but my mother has a calender which shows both
the Gregorian and lunar dates . The Lunar New Year is a time
when families and friends get together to wish each other
happiness and success for the following year, very much like
Christmas is celebrated in your country. Family members who
live in other parts of the country or overseas will all
travel home to celebrate the New Year together. My two uncles
who live in another city take the train home to celebrate the
New Year with us every year.

Preparations begin as early as a month before, with my
grandma and mother doing all the shopping for the candies and
all sorts of goodies that are served during the New Year. On
Chinese New Year's eve, all of us sit down to a reunion
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dinner. This is a sumptuous feast that takes the entire day
to put together. My mother and grandma, together with my
aunt, will go marketing a day or two before the reunion
dinner, buying fish, chicken, pork, and vegetables. In
different regions of China, there are differences in the
dishes served, but they usually include fish , chicken, pork,
and other delicacies that are particular to the region. In
China, meat dumplings, jiaozi, is served at the reunion
dinner, and a steamboat or hot pot is often served as well.
Steamboat is like a Swiss fondue, where a pot of broth
simmers over hot coals, and bits of raw meat and vegetables
are added to the broth and cooked. I love the jiaozi. An
hour or two before the reunion dinner, everybody would sit
around the table and wrap jiaozi. My mother lets me wrap a
few jiaozi also, but mine never come out nice. You take a
piece of dough which has been rolled out into a round shape,
add the filling of pork and vegetables and seal the edges. I
get to try some of the jiaozi before the actual dinner, so I
always make sure I am around when my mom boils them up!

After the the reunion dinner, everyone stays up to talk and
wait to see the New Year in. This is one of the rare
occasions when my sister and I are allowed to stay up all
night. We watch the Lunar New Year special on TV, and play
all sorts of games. It is also fun to listen to all the
stories that my two uncles tell about the city that they are
working in, Beijing.

During the New Year, my father, mother and uncles do not have
to go to work for three days. My uncles take a week off work
as the journey home takes a day and a half. The house is
spring cleaned, and my sister and I help to put up spring
couplets and paper cuts around the house as decorations.
Spring couplets, red strips of paper with calligraphy of
auspicious sayings, are pasted at the door and around the
house for luck. I like the window flowers especially, as they
are colourful and very pretty. We also fill trays with
candies, dried melon seeds, oranges, and all kinds of snacks,
and friends come and visit and exchange good wishes. On New
Year's morning, we wake up and wash, and change into our new
clothes. After wishing the grown-ups happy New Year, we are
given hong boo, little gifts of money wrapped in red paper or
red envelopes.
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My sister and I look forward to visiting friends and

relatives because we collect hong boos from all married
adults. Because my grandma is considered an elder, younger
adults would visit with their family to bring her good
wishes. These visitors would usually bring along with them
mandarin oranges, because they symbolize good luck. (The word
ju, for orange, sounds like ji, good luck)

We are usually exhausted after three days of visiting and
feasting. I usually snack so much on mandarin oranges, melon
seeds, candies and other new year goodies that I don't have
the appetite for dinner! Fortunately, it is considered bad
luck to be scolded during the New Year celebrations, so my
parents don't tell me off for being so greedy. In the old
days the feasting and celebrations would go on for 15 days.
Nowadays it has been shortened to two or three days. Can you
imagine how wonderful it would be if I did not have to go to
school and could feast on all the goodies for 15 days! That
is why I love celebrating the New Year!

9.6 Make your own Jiaozi

Ingredients: won ton wrappers (make be purchased ready made)
minced pork 200g

Chinese cabbage (400g) and green onions (1/2) chopped
soy sauce 2 Tbs sugar 1 Tbs
pepper 1/4 tspn Chinese rice wine 1 Tbs

Mix the pork and vegetables together in a big bowl. Season
the mixture to taste.

Take a piece of the wonton wrapper and hold it flat on one
palm. Put a spoonful of the meat and vegetable mixture in the
center. Fold the wrapper in half, then bring the two ends
together and pinch together. ( This is a simplified way to
make a jiaozi a lot easier and a lot faster!)

Put the finshed jiaozi in boiling water for about 5-8
minutes. The jiaozi are cooked when they float to the top.
Drain and serve with shredded ginger and vinegar, or a little
soy sauce.

Now try eating the jiaozi using chopsticks. Enjoy!
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9.7 Some Lunar New Year songs to learn

song: TING XI" (HAPPY NEW YEAR)
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song: HAPPY BIRTHDAY
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UNIT 10 MY FAMILY

10.1 Tell us About Your Family

Bring some family pictures to class. Share them with your
teacher and classmates.

10.2 How do you say it in Chinese

Now that you have learned the various terms to address your
family in Chinese, try introducing your family again, this
time in Mandarin.

dID yOU kNOW?

In traditional Chinese society, the family always comes
before the individual. The family in Chinese terms does not
just include the immediate family uncles, aunts, cousins
and grandparents are all considered one family. Everybody
lives under the same roof, and the patriarch or matriarch
(the oldest male or female ) rules over the household.
Nowadays it is more and more unusual to see the entire clan
living in the same house, but family ties remain very
important. The concept of filial piety holds the family
together. Filial piety is the respect and love that children
show towards their parents. By and large, parents expect to
live with their children even after the children are married
and have their own families. There are, however, more and
more young married couples who live on their own. Why do you
think this is so?

How is this different in your culture? Is filial piety very
important? Do American children expect to live with their
parents when they become adults?

A Chinese persons' moral character (whether he or she is
good or bad) is often judged by how "filial" he or she is to
his or her parents. Is there an equivalent emphasis in your
culture?
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10.3 Ancestor worship

The Chinese also place great importance on honoring their
ancestors. Many Chinese families have ancestral altars set
up at home, where they offer incense and flowers and food to
their dead kin. To neglect or forget their ancestors is to be
unfilial.

One of the most important festivals to commemorate the dead
is the Qing Ming Festival. Qing Ming Festival, or tomb
sweeping day, is an ancient festival which usually takes
place around the second -week of April. On this day, families
visit cemeteries and clean up the tombs and gravesites of
their dead kin. Fresh flowers, food, tea and wine are offered
before the graves and incense and paper money are burned. The
practice of tomb sweeping began in the Tang dynasty in AD 618
and is practiced even today.

Nowadays it is more unusual to find ancestral altars in the
homes of the younger Chinese, even though they will still pay
their respects to their dead relations during Qing Ming
Festival, before the graves. There are, of course, many
Chinese who are Christians, so while they will visit the
graves and leave fresh flowers at the graves, they do not
burn incense or paper money.

Is Memorial Day in America similar to Qing Ming Festival ?

10.4 Chinese Halloween?

Another festival that the Chinese celebrate to commemorate
the dead is the Festival of Hungry Ghosts, or Zhong Yuan Zie.
This Festival takes place during the seventh lunar month,
usually in late July or August. It is believed that on the
fifteenth day of the seventh lunar month, the gates of Hell
open and the ghosts return to the living world to feast for a
month. People burn incense, paper money and offer food to
appease the roaming spirits. Stages are built along streets
and Chinese opera and sometimes pop music is performed to
entertain the spirits. Unlike the Qing Ming Festival which
honors one's family dead, the Festival of Hungry Ghosts is
celebrated to appease the hungry roaming ghosts of strangers.
The Chinese consider the seventh lunar month to be very.
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inauspicious, so much so that no festivities such as weddings
take place in that particular month, and people avoid going
swimming because they are afraid of being pulled under the
water by spirits who had themselves died tragic deaths by
drowning. This is a Chinese version of Halloween in its
ritual celebration of ghosts and spirits.

10.5 Family tree

Draw your family tree. Write down each family member's
relationship to you in S,hinese.

10.6 Scavenger Hunt

(

-111:1a

lzg

Your teacher will prepare a list of questions. Your goal is
to find someone in class who has a family member listed on
the list.

Start by asking , "

NY Ou m6i

4T\ 3t /44 9
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song: BRIDGE TO GRANDMA'S
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go a y4 y(to 41- yao cian er /t deie way p ?I 'Lo
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song: HI HO, PULL THE CARROT

bk. ICE bo

IN, tat IN
I, bo it46 /so hE yo

III&Tft!
hey yo hiqo 14,

tV ,A 'LMIttirlt2Z1
110 ft kuai twat la banj v./Zit-nen luc) bo

IRK IN, JAN IN '1:11-14;irr4fAX
het yo

Ign .

he yo . ba let; bo

b Wt. bo 126- 1cw bo

figfATCJ!11N

her yo b I uo bo

hit 70 yo 6.< bu can3

44t111, jUeA
nirinj kcIell Kcal kual bruli amen ba [14 1)0

fIN tt$1 iN 7 IN VT fN

14 itai bo bf lao ko ha Yo 1-171 yo 14, luo bo

11P-Or:Vt21-t!
yo tql yo 11, b

4Nragi, 't4,
xao hkcz moo (Kg ina'r w ,)"(nen IA (Lto bo

gaillgVF.2$1
bw lu 120 bti bo help yo foC, bo
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UNIT 11 MY FRIENDS AND I

11.1 What Do You Like Doing in Your Spare Time?

What are your hobbies? Do you enjoy making things? Do you
play sports?

11.2 How to ask about someone's interest in Mandarin.

Q : 4 '\ 1-% 515(

Ni xi bu xi huan
(Do you like

4W JO-
--f

2A /I .... a
(WO') Xi huan (Yes, I do)

or (W6) bu xi huan

Useful vocabulary:

$ 173

Kan shi
(reading)

Ti zU
(soccer)

qiu

t f 348(
Wan dian nao you xi
(playin co :outer games)

DPW&
dido ydrt!/1;
(fishing) 4

2 0

(No, I don't)

135,
Kan dial sill:

(watching T.V.)

y6U y ng 571(

(swimming)



11.3 Charting your likes and dislikes

Together as a class, decide on a list of ten activities or
hobbies. Go round the class and find out from your class
mates whether they like or dislike doing a certain activity.
After you have asked all your class mates , plot a chart to
show how many people in class like a certain activity.

You may draw a bar graph, a pie chart or any kind of graph to
show your answers. Compare your answers to those of your
classmates.

11.4 Some Games that Chinese Children Play

Chinese checkers

Chinese chess

Jump rope

Throwing sandbags

Shuttlecock

Table tennis

two qi

)(icing cpi

tam shgng

diu sha bao

ti jian zi

da ping reingq16 f2..s I.*

11.5 Traditional crafts

Paper Cutting of ji6n zhi

Chinese paper cutting has been practiced for at least 15
centuries. Traditional Chinese paper cutting is a folk art
passed down from generation to generation. Paper cuttings
served many purposes: as decorations for windows (called
window flowers), and for interior and exterior decorations.
Paper cuttings were also used as patterns for embroidery,
porcelain decoration and for the dying of materials.

Chinese paper cuttings are often based on patterns centuries
old, and cut with scissors or a paper knife, Some of the more
popular symbols are fish, flowers, lanterns, dragons, birds
and images drawn from famous folk tales. One of the most
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popular patterns in paper cutting is that of a carp because
it represents good fortune. Paper cut-outs of carp are very
popular during the Lunar New Year.

In the old days part of a young girl's training included
paper cutting and a girl had better prospects of marriage if
she was skillful at creating beautiful paper cuttings. This
is now no longer the case, and paper cutting has become a
popular folk art that many Chinese enjoy.

The invention of paper later spread from China to Europe via
the middle East, as did the art of paper cutting. Can you
name a few countries where paper cutting is popular? Compare
the different paper cuttings from China or Taiwan to those
from Europe and America. Are there differences in style and
subject?

dID yOU kNOW?

Paper was invented in China around 200 AD (105) by a Chinese
official called Cai Lun. Before paper was invented, words
were written or carved, first on animal bones, tortoise
shells or stone slabs, then later on strips of bamboo.
Imagine how heavy it was to carry these 'books' around! The
Chinese later also used silk to write on; it was light, but
very expensive and time consuming to produce. Cai Lun boiled
together hemp, bark fibres and discarded fishnets, and
discovered that the pulp mixture, spread out and dried, made
a good material for writing on. This was how paper was
invented.

11.6
Now that you have read about paper-cutting, how about making
a few of your own?
All you need are a pair of scissors and some colored paper.

Fold a square piece of colored paper in half, with the
colored side inwards.Trace the chun (spring) carefully on
the piece of colored paper. Cut along the lines shown. Once
you have finished, open it out and you have your very own
Chinese paper cutting! You can mount it on a piece of
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cardboard and frame it, or do it like the Chinese, and stick
it up on a wall or window!

11.7
Chinese Knots

The art of knot tying probably began very early on, when
clothes were held together with belts and sashes. Accessories
such as pieces of jade, pipes, purses, even brushes, were
kept on a person's body by attaching them_on colored threads
which were knotted to form intricate patterns. Chinese knot
tying remains very popular, and like macrame, can be used to
make anything from belts, necklaces to wall hangings.



song MENG A FRIEND

411)TM Zlit* p(ni yejet

itqCflOntl:g111.
.211`6,/.0 ya_ ihcCL: ye& Acia yo-

flY1-101.
-Zhro (kit) ge p(nj )4.1

amifeAt:41m.
sn3 ,e I?' yaJ ge gOni

AAlelan3f2 ;117-

.1a0 xT x >la iv.%) wo 50u,

da jTa_ 9-e7

t*-1.a14
da. jict. yi re -talc
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UNIT 12 WHERE ARE MY BOOKS ?

12.1 In the Home

Draw a plan of your house and label the rooms using the
Chinese words that you have learned.

Zhe shi wo de jia (This is my home)

613

12.2 Chinese Homes

Imagine what it would be like to live in a crowded city like
Hong Kong, Shanghai or Taipei. Do you think that most Chinese
children live in houses or apartments?

12.3 In School

Find out from Chinese students your age what school is like
in their home country.

12.4 How to say it in Chinese

Q: M5 di ..(object) zai n6'er ?
(Where are my

A: 2,?Ii
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song: HAND IN HAND

sh'icu van Sh 6fo
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song: SEARCHING FOR AN OBJECT

tune: TURKEY IN THE STRAW

it*2E
-2hao co-nj xI

157.0fTf4T, 5ZUfaile!
as yet b dg I ao at yo -6(313 zao 3alo

ftin TAT, 111 3Mftft.
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UNIT 13 COLORS OF THE RAINBOW

13.1 How to say it in Mandarin

hung

dID yOU kNOW ?

lu

The Chinese regard black and white as unlucky colors. During
the Lunar New Year, the wearing of such unlucky colors is
taboo. Red on the other hand, is a good color. That is why
you see a lot of red during festivities, such as New Year
celebrations, weddings, or birthdays. Chinese brides used to
wear red on their wedding days, but now it is quite common
for Chinese brides to wear Western style white wedding gowns.
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verse: RAINBOW

VE
Colt h6A5

Ytt 911° tiecn 2T9 Y -tido C CZ.
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17jk,
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Unit 14 MY NEW CLOTHES

14.1 Describe the clothes that you are wearing.

dID yOU kNOW ?

In the very early days when the Chinese people were still
ruled by Chinese emporers, they had very strict rules on
what the people could or could not wear. Only the emperor
could wear clothes embroidered with gold threads and dragons.
The empress wore clothes embroidered with phoenixes. The
officials in court wore clothes that indicated which rank
they were. The differences could be in the color or material
of the costumes, or in the types of precious stones that they
were allowed to wear as accessories. The commoners were not
allowed to wear silk (it was too expensive anyway) and their
clothes also indicated what jobs they had, from the
differences in style as well as color. This way, you can tell
the social position of a person immediately, from what they
wore.
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song: BUTTERFLY

Ot, 11,17,0,
hci de NI Enj de hen ni 1.
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UNIT 15 I HAVE A COLD

Your teacher has taught you how to say you have a cold. You
may also need to use the names of parts of your body to
explain how you feel. Here is a picture for you to label.
Your teacher will help you with the names of the body parts
and with the stroke order for writing the Chinese characters.
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song: PARTS OF THE BODY
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song: CLAP YOUR HANDS.
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